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B&K Model 1450 first andonly
service -designed oscilloscope with
"intermittent analyzer" and "electronic memory"
That elusive intermittent ... how many
hours have you spent trying to locate the
source of the problem-how much time
was wasted testing each circuit when you
could have been doing more productive
work? Now, B&K know-how and engineer-
ing genius have come through for you.

Result ... the intermittent analyzer in
the Model 1450 Diagnostic Oscilloscope.
It will tell you if and where an intermittent
occurs-even without your being there!
The electronic memory will keep the inter-
mittent indicator "on" until you return.
Think of the time and money it saves.

The easiest to use 'scope ever built, its
unique screen gives error -free direct read-
ings of peak -to -peak voltages- it syncs
automatically at any signal level- easily
displays color reference signal. Con-
venient for use as a vectorscope too, all
inputs and controls are on the frorr panel.

Deluxe in every respect, the 1450 is
another B&K innovation that will make
your time more profitable in solid state
and co or TV service. Years -ahead
plannirg for present and future use ...
the best -value all-around 'scope you can
buy. With probe. Net, $279.95

B&K Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue  Chicago, Illinois 60613

Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

INTERMITTENT MONITOR. Designed to
supplement the indicators on the 1450,
this plug-in monitor can be placed any-
where in your shop. It flashes and buzzes
when an intermittent occurs ... and
projects a professional image to your
customer. Net, $24.95

DIAGNOSTIC
rs

OSCILLOSCOPE

. . . for more details circle 101 on postcard
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE
Color TV Models GEN-12078A,
GEN-12448A, GEN-17148A,
GEN-17158A

GENERAL ELECTRIC
TV Chassis AC

SCHEMATIC NO.

1165 SILVERTONE 1167
TV Models 81401, 411, 421

1164 TRUETONE 1168
TV Model 2DC3819

HOFFMAN 1166
Color TV Chassis 913-000366, 386

01. RED 'NH. WIRE
TO All ON

SWEEP BOARD

ET76X39 YOKE WIRING

.---,C262
...WHITE WIRE TO

TERM 3 OF T251

GEN. ELECTRIC
PART NO.

R163- 12K 10% 7w glass ET14X104
R167- 1SK 10% 3w glass ET14X145
R168 -4.5K 10% lOw WW COMMON
R269 - 600K 25% thermistor ETIOX192
R403-8.28 10% 7w gloss ET14X142
R169 25K ::;stop @-22K suritrest ET29X510
R173 - 200K 20% bright ET49X516
R179 - 120K 30% AGC ET49X608
R208 - 5M 30% vert lin ET490519
R214 - 2K 10% vert height ET49X604
R226- IM 20% vert hold 1149X517
R309- IM volume w/posh-pull Switch 5401 ET490386
C401A - 120sif +100-10% "@175v ET31X237

C401B- 125stf +100-10% @300v
C401C -5µf +100-10% @200v
C4010 - 100µ1 +100-10% @75v
C257- 510pf 5% 500v mica ET19086
C264 -100pf 10% Oky N1600 cer ET 18X600
C264 -120pf 10% 4kv N1600 cer E1180519
L150 -47.25MHz trop w/core coil ET360742
1I51 - 1st IF grid w/core coil n360682
1152 -choke IF coupling coil ET36X837
L153 - 3rd IF plate w/core coil ET36X586
1154 - video det secondary cod w/core ET36X587
1201, 253 -deflection yoke w/wires E176051
1201, 253 -deflection yoke less centering ring

and retainer ET76039
L251 - horn osc cod w/core ET35051
1252 -damper choke coil 10ovh 10% ET36X105
1301 -audio dot cod w/core 1136X732
L401 -II+ filter 1.2hy reactor ET63X58
T151 - 1st IF plate ',former w/core ET6IX158
7152- 2nd IF plate ',former w/core E1610148
T154 -audio take -oft & 4.5MHz trap ',former w/cores ET360684
1154 -audio take -off xformer 4.5MHz trap wicoves ET360854
1201- vent output ',former 8164099
1251- horn output coil wkop .3 tend ET77096
T251 - horn output cod w/cop 8 lead ET770108
T301 - 4.5MHz interstoge cod w/core ET360778
T302 - audio output xformer ET64090
1401 -power ',former ET813079

Post blo 2 omp 250v F401 fuse ETI0X41
ET42044

tuner UHF ET85054
UHF tuner (replace w/ET85X54) ET85X57
VHF tuner 81860267

hail roster correction (blue mark) magnet
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116 5
AIRLINE
Color TV Models

GEN-12078A, 448A,
GEN-17148A, 58A

JULY  1968

ELECTRONIC yJ-77=LfilieaTECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

WAVEFORM
DIAGRAMS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION AIRLINE PART NO

C1074, C1078
C1084. C108B - 100uf/100µf @450v elect TV32131
C1094. C1098. C109C -60,0/60z/f/20µ1@450v elect . TV32135
C1104. C1108.
C110C, C1100- 2130/1/20141/20/41/20µ1/ @450v elect TV32114
C241, C242, C243-.002,41 500v dual discap ...... . . TV3484
C528 - 5600 750v 10% film mica TV3195
C530- 700pf 500v 5% tubular mica TV3I96
C531 -.O03µ1 400u 10% tubular od TV33261
R102 - 611 30w 10% resin TV23100
R105 -- 85011 20w 10% resin TV23114
R122- 5.6M 1/2w 10% carbon 081556
RI32 -60M 5000v 10% special TV2351
R153 -- I2K 4,ir 10% carbon TV2338
R160 -4K 5w 10% carbon TV23118
R2I 1 - 3.9K 4w 10% carbon TV23120
R123- 1M pot. vert hold (BV -172) TV2575
R130 -- 5M pot yen size (9V-1031 TV25203
8131 100K pot vert lin (9V-104) TV25204
R137-5008 pot HV odjust (8V-069) TV25170
R142 - 10K pot pincushion (8V-098) TV25198
RISI - 111 pot bright 19V101I TV25201
R152-50011 pot contrast (8V.1711 TV2S141
R154 - 1.5K pot color (8V-055)

GEN-12078A & GEN-12448A TV25137
RI54 - 1.58 pot color (8V-068)

GEN.17148A I. GEN-17158A TV25186
R1 SS -1.5K pot tint (8V-055)

GEN-12078A & GEN-12448A TV25137
R158 - 500K pot volume w/on-off

SW -I01 Switch (9V-10OUL) TV25200
RI62 - 30K pot horiz hold (8V-0991 TV25 199
R164 - 500K pot AGC (9V-105) TV25205
R214 - 50011 pot sound reject (8V-095) TV25195
R720  2K pot X demodulator balance (8V-096) TV25196
R724 - 2K pot 2 demodulator balance (8V-096) TV25196
R801 - 15011 pot 8-2 (8V-0341 TV25134
R804 - 600 pot RG-4 (8V-032) TV25132
R808- 1200 pot RG-41 (8V-033) TV25133
R809 -300 pot B-4 (8V-031) TV25131
R8I1 - 600 pot RG-T1 (8V-032) TV25132
R905 - 500K pot picture tube bias (8V -0S9) TV25140
R906 - SK pot green drive (8V-0571 TV25138
R911 - 1M pot green screen (8V-058) TV25139
L101 -cod ADC (211.915) TV6I351
L102 - coil power choke (97-177) TV11162
L121. 1122 -cod snivet (TL -601) TV6I175
L123 -coi horiz efficiency (20-904) TV6 1 344
L201 -coi 47.25MHz trap (111-3361 TV62336
1206 - coi peaking (TL -297) TV61403
1208 -coi delay hoe (211-936) TV61405
L212 - coi 1st sound IF (T1F-341) TV62341
1213 - coi quad (11F-546) TV62346
1701 -coi chroma take -off (211-945) TV6I445
1702 - coi series resonance (211-946) TV61446
1703 -coi chroma peoking (211-200) TV61400
1901 -coi video peaking (20-205) 1/61407
1101- xformer power (51.186) TV11187
T121 - 'dormer honz output (8E1-625) 7V11185
T122 -'dormer focus (20-908) TV61348
T124 -'former pincushion (9T-199) TV11189
7I51 -'former audio output (7T-167)

GEN- I 2078A 6 GEN-12448A TVI185
T151 - 'former audio output (7T-171)

GEN.I7148A & GEN-17158A 7V11171
1152 -'former verticol output (8T-182) TV11145
TI81 - 'former convergence yoke (T1-82) TV61299
1201 -'former 1st PIX IF (TIF 3371 7V62337
1202 - 'former 2nd PIX IF (11F-338) 7V62338
T203 -'former 3rd PIX If (14-339) 7/62339
1204 -'former video detector assembly (211-935) TV6I435
1205- :former 4.5MHz trap (TIF-340) 7/62340
T206 -'former 2nd sound IF (11F-342) TV62342
1501 - xforrner horiz osc (211-942) 151/21442

1701 -'former burst (211-947) 7V61447
1702 -bond puss 'former (20-944) 7V61444
1703- phase 'former (211-943) TV6I443
T801 -control 8-1 'former (20-950) 7V6I450
MI01, MI02 -filter (211.951) 7V41451
SRI01, SR102 - power rectifier (Si -Rect-56) TV24236
5R121 - focus rectifier (Selen-32) 7V24 1 65
58122- boosted boost rectifier (S1-Rect-44) 7V24167
TH501 - thermistor 7/24231
Y701 -crystal 3.58MHz (Crystal -800) 1/24228
F101 -fuse 4 amp 125v pigtail (slo-blo) 315004

VHF tuner PT5-HU2W & PTS-5U2W
MI. M2 - Copristor (PRC-365) TV3465

UHF tuner UT6 1U2
051- transistor 2SC387 osc 7V24387
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1166
HOFFMAN
Color TV Chassis
913-000366, 386

JULY  1968

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONIC 2J-TVETEgieliCTEHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

HOFFMAN PART NO.

C101, 102- 530pf 10% 2.5kv N2200 035-043600
0103 - 100pf 5% 3kv (part of yoke)
C105. 108-.01µf +80 -20% 1.4kv cer 837103896
C107 - 130pf 20% 6kv cer N2200 035.033300
CI09A - dual paper (matched poir) 047018700 8

B-.02241 and .033µf 10% .6kv 047-018900
0110- 22pf 20% Ikv cer N750 882-220726
C113 - 68pf 10% 4kv cer NI500 886-680017
C116-.0033:11 10% 2kv paper 046-019800
C 1 18A - 80µf 450v

B - 30µI 450v
C - 20µf 450v elect 034-025900
D - 40W 150v

C 124A - 80µf 450v
B - 500.0 450v
C - 20:0 250v elect 034-019200
D- 50µf 50v

C136A -80µf 450v
8- 2W 350v elect 034-025800
C -25µ125v

CI47-.03µf GMV 50v cer 835-303406
C309, 310 - .001µf +100 -0% lkv tubular 858-102706
C514-.0082:0 20% Ikv paper 046.015700
C524- 680pf 5% .5kv mica 045-007300
C714, 715. 740. 741- 330pf 5% .5kv mica 045-007200
C728 - 200pf 5% .5kv mica 045-008500
1105, 106, 109, 110, 111 -coil reactor 5.6µ11 111-021200
1107 - coi filter choke 032-002600
1108 -coi peaking 72jah 111-021500
1112, 115 -coil peaking 390µh 111-021800
1114 - coi vert pincushion phase 111.032400
1116, 117- coil degaussing 111-032600
1201 coi snd toke-off 109-029700
1202- coo snd det 109.029900
1301 -coi 47.25MHz trap 109-022200
1303 - coi 1.8µh 111-021000
1305 -coi 12µh 111-021300
L306 -coi 4.5MHz trap 109-023400
L310 -coi peaking 620µh 111.022800
L311 -coi peoking 680µh 111-021900
1.501A, 8- coil horiz sine wave freq 109-021600
1.512-coi 5.6µh RF reactor choke 111-021100
L701 -coi chromo toke-off 111-023500
1702 -coi reactance 111-023700
1703-coi peaking 10µh 111-022700
L708 -coi peaking 62µh 111.022600
1709 -col reactor 120µh 111-021400
1710 -col horiz eff 111-032300
1802 -coi red/gm rt horn lines 111-031700
1803-coi blue horn shape 111-031900
T101 - xformer focus 111-032200
T102 - xformer horiz output 033-013000
TI03- xformer audio output 031.009400
T104 - xformer vert output 033-010300
T105 - xformer power 033-011900
7107- xformer vert pincushion phase 033-010400
1201- xformer sad IF 109-029800
T301 - xformer grid 1st pix IF 109-022100
T302- xformer plate 1st pix IF 109-022400
T304 - xformer 3rd pix IF 109-023300
T701 - xformer bondpass 109-023100
T702 - xformer burst phase 109.023600
1703 - xformer 3.58MH: osc 109.024500
R101 - 4.7K 20% 2w (in deflection circuit) 051-823110
R106A, B- 1.5M 20% Iw (matched poir) 052-000700
R109 - 4.7M 20% 2w 051-475221
RII4 - 13K 10% 7w fixed film 054.135710
RI17 - 3.3K 10% 3w fixed film 054-332310
R122 -3.3K 10% lOw WW 053-332110
RI26 - 6800 10% 4w foxed film 054-681410
8127- 1.4K 10% 20w WW 053-142310
R128, 171 -82011 10% 7w fixed film 054-821710
1I32 - 6.811 10% 3w fixed film 054-682310
R135-68011 10% Iw 051-681110
R142 - 10K 10% lOw WW 053-103110
R146- 2.7K 10% 3w fixed film 054-272310
R149 -5.6K 10% 4w fixed film 054-562410
R150 - 6.8K 10% 2w fixed film 054-682210
R162- IK 10% 3w fixed film 054-102310
R172- 1.2K 10% 7w fixed film 054-122710
R306A, B- 150K 20% Vow (matched pair) 052-000800
R330 - 47K 5% 2w 051-473251
R527 - 33K 10% 2w fixed film 054-333210
R530 -110K 5% 1/2w 051-114551
R706 -39K 5% Irzw 051-393550
R7I6A, B. 750A, B- 1M 10% 1/2w (matched pairs) 052-000500
R723A, 8- 3.9K 10% lw (matched pair) 052-000600
8728-2700 10% 3w fixed film 054-271310
R732, 734, 736- 27K 10% 2w fixed film 054-273210
R735 - 22K 10% 2w fixed film 054.223210
RT101 - thermistor 1.250 25% hot 057-001200
R7102- thermistor temp compensating 50 cold

(port of yoke)
VR101- voristor I754 15% Imo 057-001501
VR102- voristor 110v 10% lmo 057-001600
VR103- varistor 20v 20% 67ma 057-001300
VR501 - varistor 1.48kv 15% 10mo 057-000200
CR101 -rect selenium 004-003100
CR302- diode IN87 003-005400
CR801A, B. C. -rect selenium 004-003700
0101, 102 - tr color caster 002-009900
SR105- rect silicon color caster 004-003500
SR501A, B - rect horn phase 004-002900
R112- control horn centering 100 055-039100

R119A, B - control on -off volume contrast 055-054400
R120- control bright 250K 055-055800
R123 -control cinema 055-056100
R130- control AGC 6K 2w 056-037800
R131 - control horiz hold 35K 055-047500
R133 - control vert hold 750K 055-047600
R134 -control vert lin 3.4M 055-037200
R137 - control height 100K 055-036600
R141 - control tone 055-047100
R143- control intensity 0S5-055900
R144A. 8- control killer/color caster 055-056200
R152 -control pix tube bias 6K 2w 056-037800
R153- control blue drive 6K 055.036800
R154 -control gm drive 6K 055.036700
R155 -control gm screen 1.5M 055-037000
R156 control red screen 1.5M 055-036900
R157 - control blue screen 1.5M 055-037100
RI 78A, B - control duol hi voltage odj 500K

pincushion top and but 15K 055-049500
R190 -control tint 055-056000
R301 - adjacent snd rej odj 10K 2w 055.037900
R3)5 -sad rej odj 7500 'low 055-038000
R801 control horn left blue #2 600 3w 056-046800
R804 control yen left red/gm 1500 2w 056-047300
R805 - control horiz left red/gun 1200 2w 056-047200
R814 control bat red/gun vert lines 600 3w 056-046800

circuit breaker 099.002500
M101, 102 - couplate 2.2M 100pf 134-039400
1101 crystal 3.58MHz 136-000100
D1101 delay line 111-023800
F104 fuse 400ma slo-blo 099-002800
SWI01- switch on -off (rear of volume control)
SW103 switch video peaking 146-007800

VHF tuner 006-018300
UHF tuner 006-018400
yoke convergence ossem 027-032700
Yoke deflection 027-032800
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ANTENNA INPUT IMPEDANCE 300 ohms balanced
CONVERGENCE Magnetic
FOCUS Electrostatic
AUDIO POWER OUTPUT RATING 2.5 watts max.
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES

Picture I -F Carrier Frequency 45.75 mc.
Sound I -F Carrier Frequency 41.25 mc.
Color Sub -Carrier Frequency 42.17 mc. (Nominal)

POWER INPUT 120 volts AC, 60 cycle
POWER RATING 350 watts total

(70-80 watts with set "OFF", INSTANT -ON switch to "ON")
SPEAKER SIZE AND TYPE See Parts List
SWEEP DEFLECTION Electro Magnetic
TELEVISION R -F FREQUENCY RANGE
All 12 television channels 54 mc. -88 mc., 174 mc. -216 mc.
Any of 70 UHF channels 470 mc. -890 mc.
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TUBE AND TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENT
V1 6HQ5 RF Amplifier
V2 6HB7 VHF Oscillator & Mixer
Q51 GM0380 UHF Oscillator -Transistor (006-018400)
Q51 52020 UHF Oscillator -Transistor (006-018401)
V101 3A3A High Voltage Rectifier
V102 6BK4B Shunt Regulator
V104 6DW4B Damper

V105 6JE6A Horizontal Output
V108 25AP22A, 25GP22A, 25BP22A* Picture Tube
V201 6AU6A Sound IF Amplifier

 1111.01615 00,0110 161
  11111609ESS CORTROi 11111

V202 6DT6A Sound Demodulator
V203 6BQ5 Audio Output
V301 6JH6 1st Picture IF Amplifier
V302 6GM6 2nd Picture IF Amplifier
V303 6EJ7 3rd Picture IF Amplifier
V304A&B 6LF8 1st & 2nd Video Amplifier
V501A&B 6GF7A Vert. Osc. & Vert. Output
V502 6FQ7 Horizontal Oscillator
V503A&B 6KA8 Keyed AGC, Noise Inv., Sync. Sep.
V701A&B 6GH8A Band -Pass Amplifier & Killer

COLOR CASTER
5E111171611

11441
250R

11193,316,210
4000 WO 1.4,4.

0101 B 0102
COLOR CASTER 60
Ow .1

3002,01
4115 79

1105 1.j* c 'SO

3,0 101,111

14 / 0.113 Fn. 511761

TWOS C125 *MO 064110.
01 mou115.4 111401t

HOFFMAN

Color TV Chassis 913-000366, 386

V702 6EW6 Burst Amplifier
V703A&B 6GH8A 3.58 mc. Osc. & Reactance Control
V704 6GY6 "X" Demodulator
V705A&B 6JU8 Phase Detector & Killer Detector
V706A&B 6GU7 R -Y Amplifier & B -Y Amplifier
V707A&B 6GU7 G -Y Amplifier & Blanker
V708 12E150A 3rd Video Amplifier
V709 6GY6 "Z" Demodulator

*Tube type 25BP22A with safety glass and gasket assy. (Part No.
026-100014) may be used as a direct replacement for tube type 25GP22
or 25AP22A in these models.
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70502

CI. 0  eq9
40

4-1 natI100
11114

IWO

R13.9
12 MEG

--Ani-T4,

5 r

3101
P2 6GU7

111141

3604

1130
LOO

CC.74/

47- 03
r

C70

IQ11

v705
YEGIGHIA10.0140coon

C1.011A. 1 750

R1,14

2 50

C 716
1/-4

210
Fri )

irr5
11111 1:1

41,012,41.7 174 R721
COit.r. -y:fic("8 olio1-1 4/ I ,

57
I

v7096
V26414 BA

1 Se osc

0111
1ii

204

 25ov

10,

7703

Ov

61011.

1271

1C 725

0704
1300

61336
5300

,{ 816 1. 11 764

64 '76 S4 2 70.,
 roeesoo. 1.10*

701
(ILL., [Mph E116Ili

60,
1.206

2
37 6200. e

9104 4/07 v169
1076 462 66117

.041 T.

e
3

14011
Doe

ma I

D li

111, Immi

C127

I.01
5122
 u 00

w

TO R,7174

1001

filil
100

r 17 0073

1.

.0i
02

030

711,
.AA

144.
v 104 e

4(8U7
16 9, 111.

70
1.1

. E.  250V "?

0
1115,2

OA 1 ,i4.111,1111,11.21

1110

,, ."17.??.- . 3 .
TT

70059

3,o5100

11.111

510

0.01
00,

007

IA 1500
amm. ammo

11,17
1100

211=.11! liste
1110

P

MI6

7016 00

01011
470[6
2112

4111
114 110

1111-1/

4002110.5E

8

Cu.
.01 I

IRV

0161 CI

27

ISO

1175* 70116507 PIN

11..
I. 5106

co4L
RiA

111
53, KM

104

143111116%." "L"

ti
1107

1011. El ROT

VERT PINC1.16101,
TRANS

 400V

R102
150

R
60

1.04
_0141101

PINC135111011

WAS(

5062 COILS
LIOI pILCg_TVILY%(c_ J

:aro

1104
VERT 0.1114.0 TRAMS

5103

11162

...410ya 4,cat
+ 450V

P103

71 /IWO

11711
vg,

141/17,

79.736-PW 800 7

"6"0"301110111011101C .14

49, 0?5
If

bC
IS Mee ',11.

tge itler Leo: LIZ

4...Dace

ce03 Leo, 141"2
re

140 11

"0
111,011 KU LWE

719f
BAN

605
WOW
.011T

SERVCE8110
100

7E1

O.

10011

R1s
.001

81 98
14

5(.102

1?It11499'

561031

44007

1150

4000

R191
I MEG

C2e." INEMA CONTROL

0 12%3K

4192
3 311EG \\ -NOTE - -

1141,1°I ;

1 162E3 IS PIM
CONNECTC0

4-6.s ...otriOrts224
maimA

gum 11011 WOICATES PLUG
L ASO SOCKET cainuman

\\\\\\\\
0105 \\

PICTURE TUBE \\
SEE MOM

a--

001

7. GRM
9

(113,
001

"1°2 3r Otlt=
C124
001

605

UL

16/04

667

MODEL NUMBER PICTURE
TUBE

SP7303A 25GP22A
MS7305A
W7308A

Bonded

SP7303A
MS7305A 25A P22A

W7308A
Bonded

SP7303ASL
MS7305ASL 25BP22A

W7308ASL Unbonded

12 PIN CONNECTOR

6,ii 1 2

-21it
415,11

2
1

1
(DO

OTO
OM
0)00

j041,104

\ PtUG SOCXET\\:.
%1611

11,

15 PIN CONNECTOR

PtuG SOCKET

11,111 VIE

__ 12t_o!u_srle_ctecyi ___

5110 CM- OW Stvirco

eft

70 7166 11
0143 1.1601
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1167
W F -7 WF-8 WF -9 WF- 10 WF- 11 WF -12 WF-I3 WF -14

SILVERTONE
TV Models 81401,
411, 421

JULY  1968

WF- I WF -2

OL

ELECTRONIC 21-7=157TCHMCMN/DEALER

18V P -P .60V P -P
30 '1,

W F - 4

301,

W F- 5

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

W F -3

48V P -P
30'1,

W F- 6

2.4V P -P 5V P -P 180V P -P
7875 "1.0 7875 '1, 30 1,

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
SILVERTONE

PART NO

(105A.8 (,D elect 200iaf 175r (A) 300µI 175v
(B) 20µf 150v (C) 20µ1 150v (DI 18.186-5

C271 disc 150pf 5% 500v NPO 20.619-0
C325 disc 006411 .80-20% lkv ZSU 12681874-6
C341 polyfilm 820pf 5% 500v 20-327-1
C362- disc 170pf 10% 3kv NI500 12.171566,0
C363 disc 240pf 10% 3kv NI500 12.241566-6
R101 4.511 lOw WW 61-191.0
R102 circuit breaker (lamp) 4323-2
R103 30011 5% lOw WW 61-2990
R104 - 4011 lOw WW 61 295 0
R243 4.7K 5w 63-47251
R3I4 6.8M 63-68501
RC101 470pf cap and a 2.2M resistor 1388-3
T29 - audio output xformer 80-266-1
T3I vert output 'dormer 80 30.2
135 assent bona output xformer base socket R111 84.17576
T241 toil 4 5MHz trap & sound take off . 10347-I
1261 coil rotio detector . 10 318-I
133 horiz stabilizer coil 1075.5
L101 filter choke . 80.476
LI21 yoke 8 plug deflection 80-49-4
1211 input 6 41 25MHz trap coil 10 114 3
L221 filament coil 10 156 1
1232 - peaking coil (600) 10 148 1

L242 peaking cod (620ixh) 10,2361
L361 choke coil (10411) 10-124.1
D331 dual selenium diode .. 86.9 I

circuit bd w components (except tubes) 35-19100
VHF tuner 95 500.1
UHF tuner ... 95 570-4

R24 contrast 80011 control 24.749
R27 volume on -off IM control 24-860
R3I vert hold 2M control . 24 794
R33 control horiz hold 8K 24.877
R121 bright control 3 4M 24.750
R313 vert height control 3 OM 24.817
R325 vert lin 500K control 24 816
R344 60K control horn freq 24 828

120V A C
60 HERTZ
145 WATTS

RIZED
LUG

C100
OFF/ON
SWITCH

.22 ON VOL

---;r060

POLARIZED Li°°17.
A.0

INTERLOCK

I-7/27 26
I2AV6
3 4

L

"K
TO UNER
FIL.
(entoT

4 3

C264 C265
.00)

R106
100K

I F INPUT

SHIELDED

A G C OUTPUT

IWHTI

B+ OUTPUT

(RED) /28V

R102
CIRCUIT

R101
BREAKER

4 5 IOW

R103 R104

300 IOW 40 , IOW
W/W

V29 0J294
5005
4 3

T-/50 MA STANG

8 07 3F:X. rue-ElV33 VI2

81K BRN

L_

C105D
20

150V

C102
.001

V26
12BA6

SOUND I F AMP

42V

7

07V

1101 P -P
78 75

1261
RATIO

DET. TRANS
( 4.5 MHz)

5 ji 2

C271, D271
RATIO

1 F

...R271 Dy
4 or 3 1 I 8K If

L_ - _J I8KR272

R 26I C262 C263
150 0033 T.001

R262I15K

1W

II

-1_C27 3
.001

R273

28V P -P 2IV P -P
7875 (1., 30'1,

W7
OW

AUDIO AMP.

JOY

C272 - -
3/50V 2

ZAR 81

IONS

BV

C283

I f--0291
005

C282
0015

8202
2.

C28I MEZG

005

R292

330

1000V P -P
30 'I)

140 V P -P

V29
5005 I AUDIOT29OUTPUT

AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS
/28 V J293I BLU

4.4

C368

2,15V_L-
R29I
470K

7

6V

R293
150
IW

ice91 I

6

/33V

IKV

J2951

RFC

J28110

30

TO SPFAKER(S)

R27
1MEG

VOLUME

22K

482i,

IJ 2

3

I

.02

I

I

.05
2;

L102

_ _ _ _ -c_
105C14-

FILTER WF - 2
S0101 CHOKE

142v I33k, itr

L21l
I.F. INPUT

COIL 8 47.25 MHz
TRAP_

22p1

10P1

/33V

R203560

J 3

R2I1
5.61( 6 R2I3

IK
-1.pr

R25i

1C252 R254
270 -220 100K

pF

1204
V248

(wF- 3)

1.005 1/2 8JV8
SYNC. SEP

1 53v

V2I
4CB6

1ST I F AMP

/3/V
5

1711 Ve
1ST IF
TRANS. A 2A1)

BANDWIDTH 4C

TOP

1 /31V 4

R212

2 OV

64-_, R2211iii(!)
6.8K

BOTT

0205 v. R205 R253

150V
10

LT

220 15
MEG

0
Alb

4
Ci8r

Tii5V 788V

J366 V36 V31

4 5

17:.3 2V2,96
R84 I4 5

450 444 .5779YNG

3 4 221 3 4

V21 V22 V24
4 40:6 4 B6 8JV8

I,

L 1C00,
0o,C00212

213
1

C224

1.001

C223
I

3vi _
21

110V

HORI33Z \
C

1/44i,
STOIALB

IC33
1

4

10039

R33
8K

HORIZ
HOLD

I C333 -

1-
1

.00,

J342

1J3406

13

R255
100K

TAMP

13/V

1221
2ND I.F.
TRANS

4425 MHz
7 2

2 -/.8v

122
'7_

20

"13 I

1 1C222

pF I

0

R131 1.4p7F0

C238I6

17PE

L231

J2721_

J283 CI26 R126

02 -; 220K

C212
4 7
pF

L232
H

8V P -P
30

70V P -P
30

II0V P -P
7875'1.,

NOTES. I. RESISTANCE IS SHOWN IN OHMS K 1,000 MEG 1,000,000.
2. ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
3. CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE MFD, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
4. VOLTAGES READ WITH "VTVM FROM POINT INDICATED TO CHASSIS GROUND

TUNER ON UNUSED CHANNEL ,CONTRAST 8WIGHTNESS AT MINIMUM ,- 4.5
VOLTS BIAS ON AGC LINE ON TEST POINT IU11 , OTHER CONTROLS AT NORMAL
LINE VOLTAGES 120 VOLTS, ANTENNA TERMINALS SHORTED TOGETHER,
BUT NOT TO GROUND.

5. ALL WAVEFORMS MEASURED WITH STRONG SIGNAL INPUT AND WITH CONTRAST
SET TO GIVE NORMAL PICTURE , AGC LINE OPERATING NORMALLY.

6 JI , J2 ETC INDICATE CONNECTION TERMINALS ON CIRCUIT BOARD
7. VOLTAGE TOLERANCES ± 20%

1241 J28
SOUND TAKE -OFF

13 4 5 MHz TRAP
4

C266 -T
C29

1.5 33pF

pF

5.6K J23I

IMER234

3,

R242

EG

6

C244
47pF

5

L41 y/F - 13)

15K

V24A
1/2 8JV8
VIDEO AMP

I //SY

C242

1.001

C243
04

(7 j2431 0
1,242 R244'

62011H (50K

R24
47K
5W

R25I
39K

7.005

tT,§ 1/51'

C33I-
2 7pF

R311

18,0,ts

R3I4

J24402i

RI21
3.4 MEG

BRIGHTNESS
J24I0 I)

R24

CONTRAST

R3I3
3MEG

4 5 0 K STOP
VERT. HEIGHT

C3II

.01
R3I2

WF -4

(VF - 5) M M:

7K

.1:1331

8.2K
0J201 R 31

180K

C332
47 MMF

R333
IMEG

68K
R334

Tc333
.1

ET

3

(50K

6 BMEG

0312

V
2ILR3I 8

VERT. OSC.
VERT. OUTPUT

.01 C32.I
.022

C3(3
00,

R3I5
4.7
MEG

C3I4

OV wF 6 -33.73

C324

T.001

I(
R321. (00K

R322
27K

(WE- 8

R342

15K

R34I
15K

V33
8F07

HORIZ. OSC

92V IF_
820pF

5%
-82V

R343
43K

331'

344
60K

HORIZ. FREQ.

C322

C323

.01

R323

10K

C325-
.0068

IKV

R327 C---).-)=IWF-11 J315
180K r -

I T31
WT. OUTPUT'

V12
PICTURE TUBE* * *

2 3

SPARK
GAP

'32WF- 10 Oi
6

J3I3I
TRANS ,

1K 7
/28 V J MSI BLU JVEL I

//2V 2I
-

(WF - 9
R324

I 5
MEG

R325

75K500K iA+,3,,sTOP
VERT LIN

/26,

831!),26....7,
J316 150

IW

OV

p., . V35
R345 T'0 2216
47K 2w , HORIZ

C351 OUTPUT
/03V

C337 nisi /WV
200pF-

C336
.001

R336
15K

Off -14

VI

cad-

C030721 I37149;32
820K
R373

tirii,

(DI Si EG 220K

j3IIIVERT MOLD

536K
R5

4 2W

DO MOT
AE4S1Af

45v

FOCUS
A DJ

zoopiI
L-

S301
4 DEFL YOKE

SOCKET

0104 P301I DEFL YOKE
PLUG

L361i00

1p72
15717

/*WV-
-

g1F0<V

I3C36
240

?KFV

0
J207

FOCUS
ADJ

5

SEE FOCUS
ADJ

U2 (AFLECTION YOKE

-",wo...-4

068
C361

-_.T.
D37( 18KR370 R362

J36 12,}+
J201

013641k...- - .,, .-
IG:i' II

8+ BOOST il'ig

I

o, LIO411,J365I

IOUH

I
I:I.
44 r. 11(3/U

VII

RII OR

T
'

1G3/GT
RECT.HO . N.V.

OUTPUTII. C

6.2

TRANS. 2 t RII2

4.7K 20/41/

***Picture Tube 23HFP4 - 23 HFP4A
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1168

POWER

VIF VIE VIDEO
1.1 AMP

Afar Mo

Si F MAP
 SYNC SEP SCRDISCRi

AUDIO AMP
6 KEYED
AGC

OEPT
uiPuT

TRANS

TLV 228

RECTIFIER

ELECTROLYTIC'

CAPASI TOR

O

TIO3
3.4 VIE TRANS

TLIsi

v3
46./7 TLS 1153 T102 40.7

VIE TRANS
TLI. I 154

V4 SOUND RAP

UHF LOOP ANTENNA

--( 0

Ca.
aaWas

9
v6
°Lae

T201
III S1F TRANS
TLS. I 1 013

47
40T6

VI
$ OMB

STAR COIL 0,
TLH 203

0

QI
47 25Ms
TRAP I VERT HOLO

TLI 915.
T 10006 T202IOI 2nd SIF TRANSI st V1F TRANS D.S.2 02Ill 1 153

V10 HOzta
6LN6 HOLD

UHF TUNER MODEL TNTAIDDSM

CASE

VII VI2
21006 20A03

L201
OVAORATuRE COIL
TLS 1512

7,4

LJ' ANT
TERMINAL

( 0

PC.

OBI
SO IS82A

H7504

"4
OSC

TIN 2SC288A

re
vr

:4-
ilW

.r ourptit

VHF TUNER TNR-S620UP

RF AMP V $ 3GK5-y-

INTER LOCK SWITCH

60% ONLY
AC 120V sv

4-3_ sKfr,

(NOTES)
I. RESISTANCES ARE SHOWN IN OHMS: K m1000.

fe= i .000. 000.

2. CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN II) ARE IN MFD:
AND AIRE THAN III IN MMFD UNLESS OTHERWISE
NOTED.

3. COIL RESISTANCE VALUES LESS THAN OHM ARE

NOT SHOWN

4. NUMERALS AT CONTROLS. TRANSFORMERS INDICATE

NUMBER OF THOSE TERMINALS.
5. D. C. VOLTAGES ARE READ WITH VACUUM TUBE VOLT

METER AND ALL CONTROLS SET FOR NORMAL

PICTURE: NO SIGNAL INPUT
6. ALL WAVEFORMS ARE PEAK TO PEAK VOLTAGE WHEN

VIDEO INPUT IS SET TO stip, AND CONTRAST.

BRIGHTNESS CONTROLS ARE SET FOR MAXIMUM.
7. NUMERALS BESIDE SUPPLY VOLTAGES INDICATE

NUMBER OF THOSE SUPPLY POINTS 061 SCHEMATIC
B. MARKS --O --INDICATE JUNCTION POINT OR TERMINAL

OF THE PRIN'ED CIRCUIT BOARD , TUNER  FBT.

FUSIBLE
RESISTOR

211106

012
20A03

MIX  VHF OSC V2 SGSA

ii UHF CM STRIP
.0 --

T

$

3GH5

VHF CH STRIPS -ElgC

1-
x`f8

CIT

Vz
SGS7

riD

v
dIEJ7

ILY
BuF 71. I

A,. t...as, B3

Ci

F

140

RF OSC & MIX
V2 5057

C20
HEATER

INPUT

C22
EH -INPUT

C21
0+ INPUT

LB
IF COIL

C7
8-1-INFUT

IF
OOTTII IT

C17
HEATER
OUTPUT

C5
AGC

C41 C40
EH -OUTPUT B+IN
TO UHF TUNER

EXTERNAL
UHF INPUT

VHF TUNER

TAO,
TLS'
HI

SIC AMP
V. 6L08 P

wear,' rm
se I

C15
OSC
TRIMMER

C I 8
TEST POINT

C I 2
MIXER GRID
TRIMMER

C13
RF
TRIMMER

RF AMP
VI 3GK5

C2

250

2

0 40 WRCW
PIC

1st VIF AMP
V3 4E147

T usi is? vIE TRANS
To I 153

rilitnrDls1
.

O

8.0

vs VEI 1/7 Tel
!OCRS GLIM 40T6 I IIIM8

"I. lass
Casorssr am. arr :

I---7:::------;.----16LN6 IOGVB

TNP.2 1 32-5

+ TNP-21325
1

CRT

SA,

TL1 9 SA I

;

AOC w

L _

:).

450v. 

 V

C/N

0 T P

Peit

120V

;At

KEYED AGC
VO I I OMR

141 H2

Nis

413. 
L

SYNC SEP6/X8 T
1-1#

MINSr.
tr°

TMCMI
100MC.0.0

Ager.'

TNP.21 32.5

0401
K I I 2C

L

Sr  

AN
ANIS
EPA

1RICArt
/We

Pan

ELECTRONIC ry-WEff77TECHNICIAN / DEALER

JULY  1968
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

TRUE TONE MODEL
PART NO.

R159 - metol oxide 5.6K ±10% 3w ERG-3PSK562
R415 - metal oxide 22K ±10% 3w ERG-3PSK223
R4I 7 - 1.813 ±10% WW 1/2w W.V. I MIRE)
R501 - fusible 4.71110% lOw ERU-101,4127
R502-1851 ±10% 6w ERM-6P180
R503 -1.8K ±10% 20w WW ERM-20H182
R504 - 22011 ±10% 20w WW ERM-20H221
R505 - 3.9K 210% 8w WW ERM-13P392

C207 - elect 3sa 350v ECE-C350V3
(413-.00441 -2.-10% Iliv paper !CN-X10472K
C503 - elect 200µ1 200v ECE-M200H200C
C507 - elect 200µI 350v ECE-M350V200A
C508 - elect 150szf 220% 350v ECE-M350VBX2A

1st IF trans TLI-1153
2nd IF trons TU-1154
VII det trans TLI-5156
47.25MHz trop coil TLI-9154
4.5MHz trap coil T1.5-1153
1st IF trans TLS -1108

T202 2A0 SIC TRANS
r__TLS -2102

2nd VIF AMPV 4EJ7

 WA
J701s

P.

J L
a.  1. r,

OVa

7"1

5Cv
HORil OSC 

to &LNG
STAR COIL

TLI1- 209

1451/

7 o

50,4 
H HOLD

AFC

1$W6
H HOLD
RANGE

SOUND Of SCRI
VT ACIT6

./m

/300

100v

TO EOEVSI SAO

+f47
LOUAawDRATURE COIL

TLS- 1512

Cli.
SAW

TRUETONE
TV Model 2DC3819

2nd IF Irons TLS -2102
SIF det Irons TLS -1512

f 151 - Peokino coil TLQ-100-999
L152 - peoking coil TLM-053-999
L153 - peoking coil 111-351-999
L501 - peaking coil TPL13-201D999F
1405 - peoking coil TLM 080-999
L401 - horiz stabl cod TLH-209

horiz width TLH-722
Ilybock Irons TLF-417-3
Vert Output trans TLV-228
audio output ETA-35A4A

L502 - Idler cod TLP 412
transistor TVS-2SC288A
deflection yoke TLY-467-1

R158 - control brightness EVV-MOAL26815
R251 control SW -5 volume EVE -8081.26416
R351 - vert hold control EVD-06AS20816
R352 - vert lin control EVT-VOAA00855
R353 - vert height control EVT-VOAA00826
R412 horiz hold control EVD-06AS20E154
R420 horiz hold range control EVT.VOAA00854
R160 -contrast control EVE-DDA1.261174

vOLumE

M4,

Cr'UW
4.1V

T P

A 10 AMPV I I OMB P

iv  SOUND TRAP
TL1L 1 L53vt0E0 AMP 119 4.14

-
vs t OCW5

T P

VERT OSC 6 OUTPUT
I OGve

alaS
7.0. a/7 

64v 

HEIGHT

Savo 26v.

L

SID, 

a 01

HOR OUT
V II 21 006

34V 00

Sr

650v "Pie 1144

4)

DAMPER
z 20403

'Tr "

24v

ST

C1.12att..

3

isTivraTi
OUTPUT

84 AO TLV-226

EARPHONE

OUTPUT
12)10

TRANS
ETA35A4A

$ Ov

1-31INITTMfrON YOKE

SPEAKER

ES 213405.1

NA UPS.

1001, is

lila! 10X

svIOTI
TEN -722

:e-

\71..

al
F1601

i2_,SLIEROPA,.200
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1169
ZENITH
TV Chassis 14Y21, Z

JULY  1968

I.F. OUTPUT

ELECTRONIC J-77CEZ7iCa 3irTECHNICIAN / DEALER

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

V3
4826
1ST I.F.

TI 3911------- 1
LIA

1

I
CI

-1 4 CO" PIT sot
61P

Le 47.2S
MHz

TO SWITCH

S514... I
8?270V L- _ _ _

R9
130V 5'211 270v,1-1-v7r-s' - -.
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Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-in-
cluding parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-
tive workrr anship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturer-
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

GO

EFFECTIVE 8/1/67

NERO

Prefer a replacement' Sarkes Tarzian universal re-
placements are only $10.45, customized replacements
$18.25. Universal replacements shipped same day
order received. On customized, we must have original
tuners for comparison purposes, also TV make, chas-
sis, and model number. Send orders for universal
and customized replacements to Indianapolis."

Intermediate AF Amp Osc. Mixer
Part # Frequency Tube Tube Heater

MFT-1

MFT-2

MFT-3

41.25 mc Sound
45 75 mc Video

41 25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

6GK5 61.18 Parallel 6.3V

3GK5 5L.18 Series 450 MA

2GK5 5CG8 Series 600 MA

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with
Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug in for 82 -channel sets-
Pre-set fine :caning -13 -position decent-HI gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

HOME OFFICE, MIDWEST 817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana TEL: 317-632-3493
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT, EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey TEL: 201-792-3730
SOUTH-EAST .... 938 GORDON ST., S. W. Atlanta, Georgia TEL: 404-758-2232

WEST SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
1065,1 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California TEL: 213-769-2720
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EICO Makes k Rasible
Uncompromising engineering -for value does it!

You save up to 50% with Eico Kits and Wired Equipment.

Generators

VTVIRWIS Five proven best buys to choose from.

All use EICO's exclusive time-saver Uniprobe.g

New EICO 235 Professional VTVM. Designed especially for solid-state
servicing. Accurate to as little as 0.01 volts on its 1/2 -volt scale. Big six-inch
meter, 200 AA movement. $49.95 kit, $69.95 wired.
EICO 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. The industry's largest -selling biggest VTVM
value. RMS/ P -P/ DC/Ohms in 7 ranges. 41/2 -inch meter. $34.95 kit,
$49.95 wired.
VTVM Accessory Probes: Four to choose from. To read p -p volts; high
voltage; rf volts; and Uniprobe.x From $4.50 kit, $5.95 wired.

Seven field -proven
best buys to
choose from.

EICO 369 TV/ FM Sweep & Market Generator.
Provides fast easy visual alignment of
Color/ BW TV and FM RF/ IF circuits.

Post injection of markers.
a $99.95 kit, $149.95 wired.

EICO 378 Near-Distortionless Audio
Generator. 0.1% 20-20,000 Hz.
Switch selection of frequencies

1 Hz to 110 KHz. $59.95 kit, $79.95 wired.

41) -

 -ma 6
le ib

Tube Testers
Five performance -proven

professionals to choose from.
628 General Purpose Tube Tester.

Tests the new tube types.
$59.95 kit, $79.95 wired.

680 Transistor/Circuit Tester.
Measures ICBO, ICEO, DC Beta;

has 20 K ft/ V VOM for testing
circuits. $34.95 kit,449.95 wired.

667 Dynamic Conductance
Tube/ Transistor Tester.

$89.95 kit, $139.95 wired.

Oscilloscopes to choose from.
Four top -rated models

435 Wideband Direct -Coupled 3" Scope. Outperforms 5" scopes 3 times its size!
Sensitivity 18 mv/cm. Response flat DC -4.5 MHz. $119.95 kit, $169.95 wired.
460 Wideband Direct -Coupled 5" Scope. The industry's famous, largest -selling
workhorse. Sensitivity 5 my/ cm. Response flat DC -4.5 MHz.
$99.95 kit, $149.95 wired.
427 Sensitive (3.5 mv/cm) Direct -Coupled 5" Scope. $99.95 kit, $139.95 wired.
Boost the versatility of any oscilloscope with 3 EICO Scope Accessory Probes:
"Demodulator"; "Low Capacity"; and "Direct" models.

From $3.50 kit, $4.95 wired.

Your Rollcharts are always up-to-date with EICO's Tube
Data Subscription Plan. Write to EICO Tube Data Division,

1744 Rockaway Ave., Hewlett, N.Y. 11557.

VOM's
The industry's most
complete line -14 to
select from.
Prices start as low
as $5.95.
New 567 VOM. Sets a new
standard for value. 20,000 ohms/volt
sensitivity. Features 0.25 volt full-scale range
for accurate reading down to 0.005 volt
(transistor servicing). Large 41/2 -inch meter,
50µA movement, overload -protected by silicon
diodes. $34.95 kit, $44.95 wired.

Power Supplies/
You name the need -EICO has the
power supply for it!
Seven to choose from.
1030 Regulated Power Supply.
0-150 V @ 2 ma; 0-400 V up
to 150 ma; all to 1/2 of 1% ripple.
6.3 V and 12.6 V, @ 3 A.
$69.95 kit, $99.95 wired.
1064S Low Ripple Battery
Eliminator/Charger. New
Improved design with reliable
silicon rectifiers. 0-8 V @ 10 A &
20 A. 0-16 V @ 6 A & 10 A.
$49.95 kit, $64.95 wired.

FREE 1968 CATALOG
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
p Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest dealer.

ET -7

Name

Address

City

State Zip
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The concluding article of this series describes advanced trouble-
shooting techniques, gain tests, FM -stereo tests and chroma trouble
diagnosis
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CHROMA CIRCUIT TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS
This article features helpful procedures for isolating chroma prob-
lems including loss of sync. weak color and demodulator troubles

ANTENNA SANS BAFFLEGAB AND BUSHWA
Part four of this series deals with field strength measurement and
procedures for selecting antennas to be used in fringe areas

COMPUTERIZED TV BUSINESS
A small town TV -radio service -dealer does a large scale business and
explains how the use of a computor has helped make it possible

HOW TO MAKE MORE MONEY
Part two, and the conclusion of this series, explains how a service -
dealer can increase his profits by using proper "service mix", cost-
ing, pricing and advertising
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With Stainless Steel

Strapping

Catalog No. 8008
Suggested Net $4.28
(12' lengths)

Catalog No. 8008-L
Suggested Net $5.10
(18' lengths)

New in design ... tops in materials ... first in service life.
Here is the quality -constructed two -bracket chimney
mount designed to give maximum service in high wind,
seasonal storms, adverse weather conditions. Available
with 12 or 18 -foot lengths of stainless steel strapping to
fit any chimney, a locking "U" bolt that accepts antenna
masts up to 1h/2" in diameter. This mount installs in min-
utes, requires only a single wrench to secure to chimney.
Buy with confidence from the world's largest basic manu-
facturer of television hardware ... you'll make your job
easier, faster, and more profitable ... more satisfying to
your customer.

Always insist on .

you'll get more for your money, everytime!

GC
ELECTRONICS

GC ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

MAIN PLANT ROCKFORD ILL.u.S.A

Giant FREE Catalog...
Only CC gives you everything in electronics

. . . has for almost 40 years. Match every
part and service need from over 10,000

quality items. Write for your copy today!
. . . for more details circle 111 on postcard

G=
has

everything

in

TELEVISION

HARDWARE

SNAP -1

CHIMNEY
MOUNT with

stainless steel
strapping. For masts
to 13/4" In diameter.

Catalog No. 8930
Net $3.16

AU.
PURPOSE
ANTENNA

MOUNT
For flat
or angle

roofs, and corners.
Rust -resistant,

heavy -gauge steel.
For masts up to 13/4"

in diameter.
Suggested Net $2.01

HINGED -
TYPE

RIDGE
MOUNT

For peak
or flat
roofs,

ant`
side V walls.

Rust -resistant. heavy-
duty steel. For masts
up to 2" in diameter.

Catalog No. 9022
Suggested Net $2.01

EDITOR'S MEMO

The 'Unemployables'
We hear a lot of griping these days

from business and industry about the
lack of skilled technicians.

There is a possible cure for some of
this shortage - the hiring and training
of the so-called "hard-core unem-
ployables." There are plenty of them
around: President Johnson places the
figure at 1.3 million.

Perhaps as a businessman and em-
ployer you are not concerned about
this problem. The government is con-
cerned; it has asked for 2.1 billion
dollars to finance programs to help the
hard-core unemployed. Maybe that
wakes you up. It should - the mon-
ey is going to come out of your pocket,
so let's face the facts.

Why not take the initiative as a
few (very few) companies have. Hire
and train some of these "hard-core
unemployables." Some TV -radio serv-
ice -dealers provide on-the-job training
for high school students who attend
school mornings and work the rest of
the day. Many of these apprentices
work as full-time technicians at the
completion of school, some continue
on to become engineers.

Why not a similar program for the
uneducated man from a poor family
or one of the handicapped?

How does a high school drop -out
with little education from a poor
family get into a skilled trade? He
either goes to school, which he can't
afford, or he goes to work as an ap-
prentice -if he is given the chance.

One TV -radio service -dealer we
visited had hired a handicapped man
as a bench technician. The man was
crippled, but skilled with his hands
and his head. A man doesn't have to
be able to run the mile to be a good
technician - he does need a job, a
chance to become a productive mem-
ber of society.

A good example of this is the true
story of a Negro who recently called
a radio station over which people
could voice their opinions. He said,
"I'm in a telephone booth, my wife
is a diabetic, I don't even have shoes,
and I want a job." He had been on
welfare for months and was fed up
with handouts. He made the call in
desperation - thousands of people
heard it. The next day he had a job.
His new boss says he's a good work-
er; the man's future is much brighter.
But, he would still be one of the un-
employables if someone hadn't heard
his plea and given him the chance to
work.

22 ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER



At last!
A practicalway

to provide
training

right in your own shop.

ICS offers the lowest priced course in TV Repair and
Servicing on the market today-less than $100. Yet you'll
say that the texts on color repair alcne are worth double
the price.

No other training course available today can touch the
new ICS TV Servicing/Repair Course for practicality and
simplicity.

It solves your training problems. Saves valuable shop
time ... expands employee capacity and professionalism.
Fact is, with the very first text, a complete novice can learn
to repair 20 percent of all TV troubles. In just a few short
months, he can be doing advanced bench test and repair
work, on color sets as well as black -and -white. Practice
work on trade-ins or sets you're repairing.

6 texts, 936 pages in all. 329 illustrations. Photos show
how to recognize and diagnose the effect of various TV
troubles on the screen. Concise, easy -to -follow texts tell
how to remedy the trouble and why that remedy is best.
Self-examinations along the way measure what is learned.

Fully approved by the National Electronic Associations
for use in their apprenticeship program; the first course to
receive this recognition. Completion of final exam an im-
portant step toward NEA certification.

Plus, at no extra charge-complete, easy -to -understand
glossary of TV terms (schematics of top models of leading
TV manufacturers also available-a bargain in itself). For
full information, fill out coupon and mail today.

IC S ICS, Dept K8394G. Scranton, Penna. 18515

Yes, I'm interested in your new TV Servicing/Repair Course
for training in my shop. Please send me complete informa-
tion without obligation.

Name

Street

City

State Zip

. . . for more details circle 114 on postcard
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It costs you
less to repair
a tuner than
to buy a new
one. Right?

Wrong!
Figure it out. Repairing costs about $9.75. New tubes cost around
$3.00. Now add your time and cost for packing and shipping to
say nothing of the money you're out while waiting for it to be
returned. (And who pays for your call back if another part of the
tuner fails.) A brand new SC Super Arbor Preset Tuner with mount-
ing brackets and tubes costs $12.95. And you can pick it up in
whatever time it takes you to get to the distributor -5, 10, 15 min-
utes. You get a new tuner warranty -1 year from date of purchase.
The new tuner costs you less in time and money. Your customer
gets a brand new tuner instead of a used one. Everybody's happy.
Right? Right. Available at your parts distributors.

Factory aligned SC Super -Arbor Preset
Tuners fit like 0.E.M.'s because they are

O.E.M.'s. (Preset Height 4.58" max. to top
of tubes-Length 3.61" max.-Width 2.50"

max.). Shafts have extended flats. Simply
cut to proper length. There's a direct UHF

plug-in for fast replacement on 82 -Channel
sets, a universal mounting, pre-set memory

fine tuning, outstanding oscillator frequency
stability and 3 -position Detent Turret

Switch for positive lock -in tuning.
Customized replacements available

for only $5.00 additional.

MODEL
13 Position Switch SBR-250 I SBRS-252 SBR4S-251
Antenna Input 300 ohms balanced to ground
Intermediate

Frequency
41.25 mc sound
45.75 mc video

RF Amplifier Tube 6HQ5 2HQ5 3HQ5
Oscillator -Mixer

Tube 6GJ7 5HB7 5GJ7

Heater 6.3 volts 600 ma 450 ma
B Plus 125-145 volts dc

Nit Standard Components
DIVISION OF STANDARD KOLLSMAN INDUSTRIES, INC.
2085 North Hawthorne Ave.  Melrose Park, Illinois 60160

... for more details circle124 on postcard
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

Scope Schematic
I need a schematic and manual for

an Eico scope, Model 400. I have
tried everywhere - maybe one of
your ET/D readers has information
on this unit.

PETER J. GOLUMBUS
64 Coolidge St.
Irvinton, N.J. 07111

Need Obsolete Cartridge
I am in desperate need of an obso-

lete cartridge head for a Markel No.
75 changer phonograph. The cartridge
is listed as an Astatic MDL, MD -I
or MD -5. It uses a set of two needles.
Astatic N39 -1D. Greatly appreciate
help from any ET/D reader.

GRAHAM HOLZHAUSEN
New York, N.Y.

Collector's Item
I have a Precision Electrometer,

series 600. It is a tube analyzer and
volt-ohm-milliammeter of 1936 vin-
tage in good working condition. If an
ET/D reader is interested in this unit
or sealed tubes of the same year, I
can be contacted by mail or tele-
phone.

GEORGE WARSHOWER
586 Remsen Ave.
Brooklyn 36, N.Y.

Service in Australia
Perhaps an ET/D reader can help

me, since it is read by many service
technicians. I am leaving for Aus-
tralia this summer with hopes of start-
ing a TV service business there. I

have about 20 years' experience in
TV and radio. I would like to corres-
pond with any ET/D readers who
could give me some first-hand in-
formation about the opportunities,
taxes, licenses, types of equipment
and problems of starting a business
there. I would also appreciate know-
ing of a parts wholesale and/or retail
trade.

HENTRY SOMMERS
420 S. Broadway
Hicksville, N.Y. 11801

Triumph Scope Manuals
The Model 840 Triumph scope was

designed by my father in 1941. He
wrote the manuals for it and assisted
in its construction for the Triumph
Mfg. Co., which was located in Chic-
ago. The company went out of busi-
ness shortly after the war. We still



have a good supply of manuals for
the scope models 840, 841, 830 and
Navy Model OBL3, CTU60018 and
other Triumph units. If any ET/ D
reader is interested, we will supply
the 840 manual for $2 and send it
postage paid upon receipt of check or
money order. We will supply any oth-
er Triumph manual at the original
manufacturer's cost or photostats if
necessary. at a minimal additional
charge. The manuals include parts
lists.

HENRY F. KENNEDY
6554 W. Imlay

Chicago. III. 60631

Wants an Injection
When is ET/ D going to have

schematics of electronic organs, tran-
sistor radios, garage door openers.
AM -FM stereo sets, reverberation
equipment. CB and marine units.
solid-state TV and other needed
schematics?

I made a survey of 7 recent issues
of ET/ D only to find that TV has
monopolized the schematic section.
Of 41 schematics. 28 were B/W TV.
14 were color and only one transistor
TV! These facts prove to me that your
schematic section needs an injection
badly. I would appreciate it if your
staff would look into this matter.

PAUL J. ROSA

No Address
You are correct on the number of

schematics Mr. Rosa. We usually aver-
age two color and four W sche-
matics each month. We do include ma-
terial on door openers, organs, CB
and marine equipment in t he feature sec-
tions. In fact, a complete series on CB,
marine and industrial two -war radio
has been running since January. How-
ever, TV schematics are the object of
TEKFA X and of major interest to most
of our readers. And reader interest is
our major concern. -Ed

Reiner Scope Anyone?
I ha \ (2 been a subscriber to ET/ D

for tour years now and just renewed
my subscription to your fine magazine.
I have an old Reiner Oscilloscope.
Model 550. A number 444 appears
under the model number. I need a
schematic on this instrument and the
only address I have is Reiner Electric
Co.. New York, U. S. A. It is a fine
5 in. scope and I would appreciate
any help your readers can offer.

RICHARD ECKERT

Middlesex. N. J.

 Sorry we were not able to find the
address of the Reiner Electric Co.
from our sources. If an EnD reader
has some information on Mr. Laert's
scope we would he happy to pass it on
to him.-td.

15 CRYSTAL MARKERS
3 SWEEP RANGES

ONLY $135
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New Heathkit IG-57
Solid -State Color TV

Marker /Sweep Generator
The IG-57 combines the features of both a post marker and a
sweep generator for less than you'd expect to pay for just
one of these functions.
 Three linear sweep ranges for TV tuned circuits in sound IF, color bandpass, video IF circuits
and proper overall RF /IF response  External attenuator provides 1, 3, 6, 10 and 20 dB steps up
to 70 dB maximum  Can also be used with external sweep or marker  15 crystal -controlled
markers provided for color bandpass alignment; picture and sound carrier frequencies for
channels 4 and 10; FM tuner, FM IF and discriminator alignment; TV sound IF adjustments
 All crystals included  Completely isolated 1-15 VDC variable voltage supply for positive or
negative bias  Built-in 400 Hz modulation for trap adjustment and checking and adjusting FM
tuners  Phase Control and Trace Reverse Switch so markers will appear from left to right as
in set manufacturer's instructions, regardless of 'scope used  Blanking Switch eliminates
return sweep and provides base line  Crcuit Board Construction - three circuit boards, 27
transistors, 3 silicon diodes, 2 crystal diodes and 2 Zener diodes combine to make assembly
faster with less chance of error  Bias and Scope Horiz. leads, Attenuator, Demod In, Scope
Vert., RF and Demcdulator cables included in kit.
Kit IG-57, 14 lbs $135.00

IG-57 SPECIFICATIONS - Marker frequencies: 100 kHz; 3.08, 3.58, 40.8, 4.50 MHz, ..01%. 10.7, 39.75, 41.2 5 , 42.17
42.50, 42.75, 45.00, 67.25, 193.25 MHz *.005%. Modulation frequency: 400 Hz. Input impedances: External Marker,
External Sweep, & Attenuator - 75 ohm. Demod In - 220 k ohm. Output Imped s: Marker Out, Sweep Output & At.
tenuator - 75 ohm. Scope Vert - 22 k ohm. Bias voltage: Positive or negative 15 volts DC at 10 milliamperes. Typeof
marker: Birdie. Controls: Bias control with pull-on/push-off switch; Marker/Truce - dual concentric; Sweep Width/Sweep
Center - dual concentric; Marker Out - concentric with Sweep Range switch; Phase. Switches: Rocker type - separate
switch for each of the above listed frequencies; Blanking, On, Off; Trace Reverse; Modulation On/Off. Transistor - Diode
Complement: (19)-2N3692 transistor. (7).2N3393 transistors. (1).2N3416 transistor. (3).silicon diode rectifiers. (21 -crystal
diodes. (1).13.6 volt zone- diode. (1).20 volt zener diode. Sweep frequency ranges and output voltage: LO Bond - 2.5
to 5.5 MHz .1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 10.7 MHz on harmonics. IF Bond - 38 to 45 MHz .1 dB, at0.5 volts

RMS, fundamentols. RF Bond - 64 to 72 MHz .1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 192 to 198 MHz on harmonics. At-
tenuate,: Total of 70 dB of attenuation in seven steps - 1, 3, 6, 10, 10, 20 and 20 db. Power requirements: 120 volts, 60
Hz AC at 20 watts. Dimensions: 133f W. x 1 H x 12W D

DON'T NEED THE SWEEP?
The IG-14 has the same features and
specifications - without the sweep.

Kit IG-14
12 lbs. shpg. wt.

$99.95
CI:1:1=1=

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-7
Free 1968 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Heathkit Catalog 0 Enclosed is plus shipping.

Describes these and over 300 other
kits for test, stereo/hi-fi, color TV,

Pease send model (5)
 Please send 1968 Heathkit Catalog.

SWL, Amateur Radio, CB, Marine,
Educational, home and hobby. Save
up to 50% the easy and enjoyable
Heathkit way. Just mail coupon or
write: Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Michigan 49022.

Name
(please print)

Address

City State Zip
(Prices and specifications subject to change without notice) TE-182

-J
. . . for more details circle 112 on postcard
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TECHNICAL DIGEST

MOTOROLA
TV Chassis TS594 - Noise Gate Circuit Description

The AGC system samples the signal strength only during
horizontal sync time, immune to noise interference at all
other times. A properly adjusted noise gate circuit will help
make the AGC system immune to noise even during hori-
zontal sync time and will remove noise signals from the
sync separator stage as well.

Basically, the noise gate (sometimes called a noise in-
verter) is a transistor stage that is reverse biased so that
normal amplitude video signals do not switch it on. When
a noise pulse is received larger in amplitude than the video
signal, the stage conducts and makes an amplified negative

going pulse from the noise. This negative pulse is fed to
both the sync separator and the AGC stage and cancels the
noise burst.

The Q10 emitter is connected directly to the 1st video
amplifier stage base and has the same potential or approxi-
mately 2v when a signal is being received. The QI0 base
is connected to an adjustable voltage source which is ad-
justed to provide approximately I .5v to the base for
normal operation. With these conditions, the stage is re-
verse biased or cut off. The negative going video signal
from the 1st video stage will switch the noise gate stage
on if the amplitude becomes large enough.

The noise gate control is adjusted so that the stage is re-
verse biased and the negative going horizontal sync pulses

MAGNAVOX
Transistor TV Chassis T908 - Troubleshooting the Horizontal

Circuits

Horizontal circuit detects can often be analyzed by ob-
serving the pattern on the screen. As an example, suppose
the set had sound but no raster. The first step would be to
check for high voltage. If there is no high voltage, check
for presence of ac at the cap of the high voltage rectifier.
If the ac component is missing, any one of the three hor-
izontal stages could be at fault. Voltage measurements,
starting with the horizontal output and working back to-
ward the oscillator, should be the next step.

Unlike its tube counterpart, the horizontal output circuit
in the solid-state receiver does not draw excessive current
when signal drive is lost, but instead becomes cut off. This
is also true of the horizontal driver stage (Q602). There are.
however, several unique symptoms which may be obtained
on this receiver due primarily to the design of the horizon-
tal output circuit.

For example, high voltage can be developed with the
horizontal yoke windings open. This condition produces
a straight vertical line on the CRT.

Another condition unique to the output circuit is that in
most cases the circuit will continue to function with the
damper diode (D605) open. This is because the horizontal
output transistor has the ability to function as the damper
should D605 become open. An open damper diode, how-
ever, usually causes poor horizontal linearity having its
greatest effect on the left side of the screen.

In addition, the 500v "boost" supply is not a rectified
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voltage because of damper diode action, as is the case in
most tube type receivers. Instead a separate boost diode,
SR601, rectifies the horizontal pulses from the collector
of the output to supply the boost voltage.

The boost voltage connects to only three points. These
are the focus control, brightness control and the LDR
range control.

The horizontal AFC circuitry is very similar to that used
in tube type receivers. However, the dc correction voltage
developed by the AFC diodes is not directly applied to the
horizontal oscillator. Instead, this voltage is applied to a
varicap (D602) which forms part of the horizontal oscil-
lator resonant frequency. The AFC voltage applied to D602
varies its effective capacitance and maintains the oscillator
"on frequency."

Should loss of horizontal sync occur, while vertical sync
remains normal, the AFC diodes and their associated cir-
cuitry, as well as the varicap, should be checked. Normally,
if the horizontal hold control varies the oscillator frequency
around its correct point, the varicap can be discounted.

A good indication of the condition of the AFC diodes is
to measure the dc voltages at the high side of the 47K re-
sistors R601, R602, connected to these diodes (these volt-
ages should be measured with no signal).

If this voltage measures low, check the amplitude of the
flyback pulse applied to the cathode -anode side of these
diodes (normal 15v P -P).

Another good checkpoint would he the sync signals ap-
plied to the AFC diodes through capacitors C602 and
C603 (these should measure 12 to I5v P -P).
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Meet the snappiest
300 -ohm
convertible around
The New Jerrold Paralog 300 Plus Antenna. Developed
from and incorporating the finest features of the famous
Paralog Plus series. And where conditions require the
superior performance of a Coloraxial 75 -ohm installation
the change can be made in a snap . with a snap -on
transformer. The results are superb.
 Sharp directivity eliminates color ghosts

 Flat response (±1 dB per channel) for optimum
color fidelity

 Exclusive bi-modal director system for extra gain

 Compact parasitic array permits quick installation
Paralog 300 Plus snaps together in short order and stays
together.
New snap -on transformer converts Paralog 300 Plus to
75 -ohm Coloraxial performance.

Combines low loss and unexcelled impedance match with

Home preamplifiers Home Distribution
Systems

quick, easy installation. Just snap it on
the boom, push into contact with lead
bolts, and screw down. New weather-
proof connector... no cable fitting
needed. Simply strip the cable, push
into the transformer, and tighten.

Paralog 300 Plus comes in seven models,
for metropolitan to deep fringe areas, with
list prices ranging from $15.95 to $79.95.

So pull in more profits with the VHF
antenna that packs the most pull around.
In signal reception. In customer recep-
tion. The Jerrold Paralog 300 Plus An-
tenna. See your Jerrold Distributor
today or write Jerrold Electronics Corpo-
ration, Distributor Sales Division, P.O.
Box A, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

MATV Systems Focusing on one thing...
better reception

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

for more details circle 115 on postcard
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only picture tube analyzer

that tests all color tubes
as they should be tested!

NEW LECTROTECH CRT -100
PICTURE TUBE ANALYZER

Does everything . . . you would need all three units of
the leading competitive brands to equal the perform-
ance of the Lectrotech CRT -100. No other brand has all
the features . . .

 Line voltage adjustment (to insure all tube voltages are
correct regardless of line voltage).

 Critical Grid -to -Cathode Leakage is read on sensitive
meter for greatest accuracy.

 Leakages in all other elements are indicated on neon
lamp.

 Tests all black and white and all color tubes for leakage,
shorts and emissions.

 Tests each color gun separately.
 Tests each color gun to a standard set of test condi-

tions. With variable G-2 voltage, each grid is normalized
to a reference cut-off voltage. This method is used by
tube manufacturers and simulates tube performance in
color receiver.

 Rejuvenates and removes shorts on both color and black
and white tubes for increased brightness.

 Life expectancy test, predicts remaining useful life of
both color and black and white picture tubes.

 Continuously variable G-2 voltage for all tubes, present
and future, including new 15 inch color tubes.

 Complete plug-in cables for easy replacement.
 Complete self-contained black and white socket assem-

bly. No adapters to lose or cables to break.
 Including Pilot Light.

Only 895° net
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

See your distributor or write DEPT. f i

LECTROTECH, INC.
1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60626

TECHNICAL DIGEST

fed to the emitted do not have sufficient amplitude to
switch the stage on. Any noise present on the sync pulse
larger in amplitude than the pulse will drive the transistor
on. The noise pulse will be amplified only in the collector
circuit. The circuit configuration is common base, hence
no phase inversion occurs and the noise pulse in the col-
lector circuit is negative going also.

The negative noise pulse is coupled through ('402,
.1 ,.of to the base of the AGC gate where it cancels the posi-
tive noise pulse in the signal from the 1st video amplifier
collector.

A reduced value of the negative noise pulse is developed
at the junction of R413 and R412 which cancels the posi-
tive noise pulse in the signal from the 1st video ampli-
fier collector circuit.

Canceling out noise pulses provides a measure of noise
immunity for the AGC and sync separator stages.
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Adjustment of this circuit is very simple. The re-
ceiver should be correctly tuned to the strongest channel
to he received. Starting with the noise gate control maxi-
mum counter -clockwise (off), slowly rotate it clockwise
until the picture starts to bend or fall out of sync. Then
hack up until the picture is stable.

Malfunctions in this circuit can cause picture tearing or
bending that can easily be confused with AGC or sync
trouble. Also a defect in the noise gate circuit can prevent
proper setting of 1st video amplifier bias.

To eliminate the noise gate transistor as the source of a
problem, it can be removed from the circuit by cutting the
wire test loop in its emitter circuit. If the problem clears
up, the noise gate circuitry (and adjustment) should be
checked. If the problem persists after the test loop has been
cut. other circuits should he anal zed and checked.

If the problem is in the noise gate circuitry, it can be
checked as follows. After reconnecting the wire test loop,
the noise gate transistor can be checked for its ability to
turn on and off as forward bias is increased or removed.
Shorting the base and emitter together should provide a
slight increase in collector voltage indicating the transis-
tor is not shorted and capable of being turned off.

The forward bias can be increased by bridging a re-
sistor (approximately 27K) from 135v to the arm of the
noise gate control and noting a decrease in collector
voltage indicating that the transistor is not open and is
capable of being turned on. However, this check is gen-
erally unnecessary since an open noise gate transistor will
not generally be apparent in the picture performance on
most signals and the only effect will be impaired noise im-
munity on noisy fringe signals.

. . for more details circle 117 on postcard
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Using the Scope for
Horizontal Circuit Testing

A defective component in the horizontal deflection cir-
cuit of a television receiver can often be difficult to diag-
nose. (Sometimes substitution with a good component is

A

WAVE FORM
REVEALING

GOOD
COMPONENT

WAVEFORM
REVEALING B
DEFECTIVE
COMPONENT

the only sure method.) An open winding is easy to check,
but shorted turns can be evasive - resistance measure-
ments are not always a conclusive test.

Test Procedure
The following test is based on the ability of a tuned cir-

cuit to "ring" when a pulse is applied; it provides a means
of detecting even partially shorted turns in horizontal de-
flection coils. With this procedure it is not necessary to re-
move the components from the chassis. The test circuit
employs a pulse which is picked up from the cathode of the
sweep oscillator tube in the oscilloscope and applied to the
suspected coil or transformer. The waveform developed on
the screen of the oscilloscope will reveal the condition of
the winding under test. If the coil is good, the waveform
will appear as a wave -train - shown in illustration A. If
the coil is defective, the waveform will be heavily damped
as shown in illustration B.

The sweep rate of the oscilloscope should be adjusted to
produce a single waveform, such as shown in illustration A.
Table I lists the approximate sweep rate recommended for
various components that may be readily tested in this man-
ner.

Table I
Component
Width coil
Horizontal linearity coil
Horizontal output transformer
Deflection yoke*
Receiver deflection circuit

with yoke connected
Receiver deflection circuit 500/1000 Hz

with yoke disconnected
Check auxiliary components before discarding yoke if

test indicates a defect - internal capacitors, etc.

Sweep Rate
2500/5000 Hz
2500/5000 Hz
500/1000 Hz

2500/5000 Hz
2500/5000 Hz

System Check
The complete horizontal output system, including the

transformer and yoke, may be checked with the "ringing
pulse" by removing the plate cap of the horizontal output
tube and connecting the oscilloscope probe and the
"Sweep" lead to the plate cap lead of the transformer. Con -

Continued on page 62

Keep abreast of modern
Electronics Technology

This very tiny thin -Aim transistor is an important new semiconductor development.

4 WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR INCOME ... RCA Institutes, Inc.,
offers these four comprehensive home study courses especially
designed to help build your income immediately!

 COLOR TV Add profitable color TV to your skills with this home
training course, newly revised to include information on the
latest techniques, receiver circuitry and equipment.

 TRANSISTORS Get the necessary background for semi-
conductor technology including characteristics of tunnel diodes,
rectifiers and other solid state devices. Transistor TV receiver
kits also available.

 AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS Trains you for its many applications:
Photoelectronics, Digital Computer Techniques, Synchros and
Servomechanisms, Automatic Control Systems, many more!

 MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS Trains you to service 2 -way radio
communications on land, sea, and air. FCC License Preparation
Course also available.

Take advantage of RCA's Liberal Tuition Plan. You only pay for the
lessons you order; no long-term obligations. Licensed by New York
State Education Department. Approved for Veterans.
Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

RCA
RCA INS-ITUTES, INC. Dept. ET -78
320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please send me your FREE Home Study Catalog. No sales-
man will visit you. El I am also interested in Resident School

Name

Home Address

City State _Zip
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Step up...Lead-in
Loud and Clear with Belden

TV lead-in. Belden makes all kinds. In-

door, outdoor,
for color and black and

white reception.
All have one thing in

common:
for price and performance

you

won't find better lead-in anywhere.
They

provide a picture-perfect link between

antenna
and set. Since no two installa-

tions are alike, Belden gives the right

choice for every situation.
But don't

skimp on your lead-in.
Step up .. . choose

one that gets the most out of the cus-

111111=11111111111111111

tomer's overall investment.
One that

will delight
the eye and ear with quality

reception.
For the absolute

best, check

out 8285 and 8290: the Color Twins. You

won't find anything
comparable

for all -

channel black and white as well as living

color. Your Belden Distributor
has all

the facts. Talk to him today. Belden

Corporation,
P.O. Box 5070-A,

Chicago,

Illinois 60680.

Shielded/Low
Loss/All

Channel-8290 (For color in congested
areas)

MEINEEMEM111.12=1111=7--
All Channel/Low

Loss-8285 (For color in uncongested
fringe areas)

*Belden
Trademark, and

Belden U.S.
Pat. 2,814,666

don't forget
to ask them

what else needs
fixing,'?

I

;elluline*-8275

eldohmL-8230
8225

J3220 -,,g00 OHM ,TR6d

Indoor--8226

Coax-8228

1/1
11111111110

...the
missing p link
in perfect
picture reception

BELDEN

BELDEN
CORPORATION

P 0 Box
6070-A 

Ch,caqo. III
60680 Pnone 312-318-1000
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Looking in from the back of the Admiral model 3121L TV receiver.

LET'S TAKE
A LOOK AT
ADMIRAL'S

4H12 COLOR
CHASSIS

Understand the new circuits
you'll eventually be called

upon to service

TEKLAB
REPORT

4 Lei

 The moisture had hardly disap-
peared from the box that this Ad-
miral model 3121L was packed in
before we started digging in and un-
crating it. When we started to
adjust the set, we noticed the cus-
tomer controls were conveniently
located on the front panel with the
exception of the HORIZONTAL hold,
INSTANT PLAY and PEAKING controls
\\ Ilia were located in back.

We did not have to use the famil-
iar 1/4 in. nutdriver, a hex wrench or
a screwdriver to remove the back
cover. Nine captive spring clips
make panel removal very easy.

The chassis is held by six screws.
The tuner, control panel, conver-
gence panel, degaussing coil and
yoke are all connected to the chassis
with sockets.

t

Looking over the chassis we no-
ticed a number of new features: au-
tomatic color saturation, automatic
degaussing, automatic frequency
control (AFC) and instant play.

We will now go a little deeper in-
to the various interesting circuits
used in the 4H 12 chassis.

Automatic Frequency Control
The chassis features an automatic

frequency control system which com-
pletes the fine tuning once the cus-
tomer has 'roughed it in.' Its opera-
tion is similar to the AFC used on
FM tuners.

The discriminator section samples
the IF signal through a 0.47pf ca-
pacitor, C704 (see schematic Fig. 1).
Capacitor C801 couples the signal
to input coil L801. The LC circuits
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THIRD I.F.
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Fig. 1-Simplified schematic of the automatic frequency control circuit.

centering on L801 form the resonant
circuit. Capacity divider C802,
C803 affords a low input impedance
to transistor Q801 while at the same
time decoupling the transistor input
resistance and capacitance from
L80 I .

After amplification in Q80 I, the
signal is fed into the FM discrimina-
tor primary coil, L802. The output
of Q801 is also sent to the junction
of C807 and C808. These capacitors
perform essentially the same func-
tion as the tertiary winding in a
standard ratio detector.

Each detector diode is detecting
the ac sum of two signals. The first
signal is coupled from the output of
0801 through C807 and C808 to
their respective diodes. The second
is derived by magnetic coupling be-
tween L802 and L803. Notice the
coils are not wound on the same
form and are lightly coupled. At
45.75MHz both diodes are detect-
ing equal signals. The diode load re-
sistors are connected to add their
outputs, therefore the AFC correc-
tion voltage will be zero at the prop-
er fine tuning frequency of
45.75 MHz.

If the channel is not tuned care-
fully, or if the tuner drifts, a phase
shift change at L803 occurs. If the
picture carrier changes to 45.25 -
MHz, diode CR801 will conduct
more and CR802 will conduct less,
resulting in a negative voltage ap-
pearing on the AFC line.

Because separate VHF and UHF
tuners are used, each must have its
own AFC components. In the VHF
tuner, AFC voltage is applied to the
base of an NPN transistor. The

emitter is left disconnected and the
collector is connected to the oscilla-
tor tank. This collector -to -base junc-
tion serves as the AFC diode. As the
AFC voltage varies, the transistor
acts as a capacitor. The correction
voltage changes the capacity of the
junction and thus corrects the oscil-
lator error. In the UHF tuner, the
AFC diode performs a similar func-
tion. As with the FM AFC, the
correct way to tune in a TV channel
is with the AFC switch on the con-
trol panel in the OFF position, then
switch it to ON for drift -free, correct-
ly tuned color programs. This should
be done for each VHF channel at
installation since the tuner has pre-
set fine tuning.

It would be of value here to study
the proper AFC field adjustment so
we will proceed with a step-by-step

TV
POWER
SW

OFF

ON

OFF

I NSTANT
PLAY

installation check and adjustment.
ment.
AFC Installation Check

I. Switch off the AFC (some
models have a toggle switch; some
have a 'push-pull button').

2. Properly adjust preset fine tun-
ing for each active VHF channel.
(Fine tune until you observe famil-
iar 'diamond' pattern color/sound
beat, then back off until pattern just
disappears. This is the only correct
fine tuning point.)

3. Now switch to AFC. If the tun-
ing is not affected, AFC is correctly
set. If switching on AFC detunes set,
perform TV AFC field adjustment.

4. Check operation on AFC on
UHF channels, if any, in a similar
manner (tune with AFC off-
switching AFC on should not de -
tune).

5. Instruct customer on proper
adjustments of this new feature.

AFC Field Adjustment
I. Remove cabinet back and ap-

ply power to the set with a cheater
cord.

2. Repeat step 2 of AFC installa-
tion check.

3. Switch on AFC-If AFC is
mis-set, receiver will detune-do
not retune. Proceed to step 4.

4. The AFC subassembly is lo-
cated below the chassis, between the
power transformer and IF strip.
However, adjustments can be made
from top of chassis through adjust-
ment holes in chassis pan. Second-

Fig. 2-The instant play switch circuit.

PI LOT
LAM PS

4.75 READY
6.3V ON
TO
HEATERS
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Rear view of chassis snowing service adjustments.
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Top view of chassis showing connectors 'or easy chassis removal, the AFC adjustment and important color coils and transformers.
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ary coil L803 is AFC coil having
yellow form and is close to back of
chassis. Make sure you know exact-
ly where this is located.

5. Adjust L803 very slightly (no
more than 1/8 turn) until detuning
ceases. Do not adjust any other coil
in this area.

If AFC does not respond with this
slight adjustment, do not attempt
further adjustment-repair is in-
dicated. If L803 is mis-set, it will be
easy to restore proper operation
when the trouble is found and cor-
rected.

6. Recheck AFC action on UHF
channels per step 4 of AC installa-
tion check. It may be necessary to
compromise L803 adjustment slight- 
ly between VHF and UHF.

Instant Play
Models using the 4H 12 chassis

have a new 'instant play' feature (see
schematic Fig. 2). The power trans-
former has a special primary wind-
ing, only a part of which is used dur-
ing normal operation. When the ON/
OFF -VOLUME switch is pushed to
the OFF position, the ac line is con-
nected across the entire primary,
thus reducing the voltage and cur-
rent in the secondary. At the same
time, the B + and dial light circuits
are opened, leaving only the tube
heater circuit operating at reduced
voltage and current.

A separate switch in the ac line is
located at the back of the cabinet so
the set can be switched off complete-
ly for periods of inactivity.

Automatic Color Saturation
Circuit

The 4H I2 chassis employs a new
circuit to adjust automatically the 1st
chroma bandpass amplifier gain,
providing a relatively constant chro-
ma level at the CRT grids.

Automatic color saturation cir-
cuit (ASC) diode CR501 detection
is determined by the amount of
chroma information at V50 I A 1st
bandpass amplifier plate (see sche-
matic Fig. 3). The chroma informa-
tion between 3 and 4MHz is at a
much higher level than the accom-
panying luminance information at
this point. To prevent excessive col-
or in scenes having only a small
amount of color, a burst referenced
dc voltage limits the amount of max-
imum gain of V501A.

CR501 conducts on the positive

IOK

UHF
B+

330 K

IM

470

1000

V -IF VHF
CHANNEL OSC.
OSC. COILS = RFC

22K

1000
0115

V
AFC

B+
Schematic of VHF tuner AFC circuit.

half of the chroma signal and the
rectified dc signal is filtered by
R570 and C549. R571 and C549
filters the dc from the chroma os-
cillator. The resulting varying dc
corrective voltage appears at the
V50 I A grid through R504 and

Is' BANDPASS AMP
V2 6X9

V MA

)0U,

Fig. 3-Simplified schematic of the auto-
matic saturation circuit.

L501. The correction voltage causes
the gain of V50IA to increase when
the chroma level decreases or to de-
crease when the chroma level in-
creases. Monitoring the grid of
V50 I A with a VTVM will show
about-I.5v with low chroma sig-
nal and - 3.5v with high chroma
level signal. With larger screen re-
ceivers, a change in color level is
more noticeable to the eye than on
small screen sets. To overcome this
characteristic the ASC voltage is de-
layed. Resistor R572 supplies the
clamping voltage to the 1st band-
pass grid providing the necessary
hold off.

Automatic Degaussing
An electronically switched auto-

matic degaussing circuit is used in
this chassis. This circuit eliminates
the periodic service call to demag-
netize or degauss the CRT which can
become magnetized by electrical

OUTPUT
TO MIXER

fields from vacuum cleaners and
other household appliances.

When the set is switched ON, ther-
mistor R722 has a high resistance
(see schematic Fig. 4). This permits
a series connection with the ac side
of the power supply bridge rectifier.

CR 404-I

T 703

120V

Fig. 4-Simplified diagram of the auto-
matic degaussing circuit.

As a result, the initial charging cur-
rent and voltage for the filter ca-
pacitors will appear across R722.
The voltage dependent resistor
(VDR), R723 and the degaussing
coils are in parallel with R722.

Because of this initial charging
voltage, R723 will assume a low re-
sistance and current will flow in the
degaussing coils. Since these cur-
rent waveforms are symmetrical, the
ac magnetic field of the coils will
neutralize any permanent magneti-
zation of the CRT shadow mask and
brackets.

As the electrolytics charge, the
voltage impressed across R722, the
VDR R723 and coils, will decrease.
R723 then becomes an open circuit.
A bit later R722 will heat because of
current flow. Its resistance will de-
crease, completely shorting out the
degaussing coils.

We have now covered the most
important new features. 
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Move Up tn a Triggered -Sweep
Dual -Trace Scope

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

Bo

J

PROBES

SQUARE
WAVE
GEN.

A B

Fig. 1 - Block diagram of dual -trace
scope setup with squarewave generator
for checking stereo amplifiers.

The first article in this series (ET/
D May 1968) introduced the lab -
type, dual -trace triggered -sweep
scope and the single channel trigger-
ed scope. We now go into trouble-
shooting techniques using the dual -
trace triggered scope.

Troubleshooting Techniques
For last, accurate stereo -amplifier

troubleshooting, the dual -trace scope
is a natural. This scope is actually a
"magic wand" for this type of equip-
ment.

The basic concept of applying a
dual -trace scope to checking stereo
amplifiers means comparing the
normal operative channel with the

Cut your troubleshooting time

by usiig advanced serving techniques

Part Two (Conclusion)

alINPUT LEFT

AMP

INPUT
110

RIGHT

AMP

defective, inoperative channel. By
using this method, a fast trouble-
shooting procedure can be em-
ployed to isolate defective compo-
nents in stereo amplifiers. A block
diagram of the setup is shown in
Fig. I and includes the dual -trace
scope and a squarewave audio gen-
erator.

You begin by injecting a square -
wave signal into both the left and
right amplifier inputs. Now the
scope probes from the "A" and "B"
channels are placed at the two stereo
amplifier outputs. The squarewave
trace from the defective channel is
now compared with that from the
normal channel. You can also super-

SPKR.

SPKR.

impose them for exact analysis.
Even a minor distortion can readily
be detected.

Stage Gain Checks
I riggered scopes. vertical am-

plifier gain controls are calibrated
in volts/centimeters. The two ver-
tical channels are identical so it's
easy to check from one test point to
another to compare the signal gain
of each stage. Gain per stage can be
checked throughout the amplifier at
various stages.

With this technique, you can
quickly isolate the trouble down to
the stage and frequently to the de-
fective component. As a final check,
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Fig. 2 - Hash (bottom trace) was noted
at the collector of the right -channel pre -
driver. The signal was good at the base
(top trace).

or if the original mptom was in-
sufficient frequency response, the
squarewave generator frequency
can be adjusted throughout the en-
tire audio range for a response
check. It's a good idea to check the
frequency response at !kHz in-
tervals - taking the patterns of the
input of both speakers simultaneous-
ly. You can readily see what the am-
plifier's frequency response capa-
bility is.

What can be done with this tech-
nique'? Take the case of a solid-
state stereo which the owner said
had a "noisy right channel." A
squarewave signal was injected into
both channels and the scope was
switched on to warm. Starting at the
AF amplifier and moving on to the
predriver, "hash," or "grass," was
noted at the collector of the right
channel predriver (see Fig. 2 bot-
tom). The probe was moved back to
the transistor base and a clean
squarewave was observed (Fig. 2
top). A defective transistor was lo-
cated in minutes.

When you interpret the square -
wave signal on a high-performance
scope, do not expect to see a perfect
squarewave trace from the properly
operating stereo amplifier. You
must consider the design and am-
plifier quality. Check the amplifi-
er's data specifications regarding
frequency response and component

Fig. 8 - Mistracking sinewave pattern.

1

- <

Fig. 3 - Test setup using FM stereo
generator and dual -trace scope for
checking FM stereo receivers.

quality. In some lower -cost am-
plifiers you will notice an overshoot
or a rounded waveshape caused by
slow rise -time which indicates poor
high -frequency response. Some
lower cost amplifiers have a rise
time 6 to 10 µ s. Also note the effect
of tone control adjustment on
squarewave response.

FM/Stereo Checks
When conventional methods are

employed to align or check an FM/
stereo receiver, you feed the FM
stereo signal from a generator into
the receiver and connect a VTVM
or scope to the right channel output.
Then you make a few checks and
adjustments and disconnect from
the right channel. Then you connect
to the left channel.

This procedure will get you no
place fast. It's a different matter
when you use a dual -trace scope.
Just connect it as shown in Fig. 3
and in no time, check and align the
receiver. With this method you can
check and align separation between
L and R channels. The system also
provides an excellent way to mon-
itor individual channels.

A brief outline for essential stereo
checks: For specific instructions for
a particular tuner, refer to the man-
ufacturer's service manual. Connect
the equipment as shown in Fig. 3
and allow the instruments to warm

Fig. 9 - Waveforms of properly track-
ing styluses.

Fig. 4 - Adjust the receiver's separa-
tion control for minimum left -channel
information (bottom) at the right -chan-
nel output. Only left -channel signal is
transmitted (top trace).

for 30 minutes. Set the balance con-
trol to the center position. Observ-
ing the dual -trace scope screen, ad-
just the receiver's separation con-
trol for minimum left -channel in-
formation at the right -channel out-
put (Fig. 4 bottom). Left -channel
signal only is transmitted (top trace).
Now set the stereo generator for
right -channel only signal. Again ad-
just the stereo receiver for minimum
right -channel information (see Fig.
5, top) at the left -channel output
(bottom). Ideally, at this point, no
signal would be displayed - in-
dicating perfect separation. On
some stereo receivers you cannot
obtain complete separation and the
dual -trace scope may show wave-
forms like those illustrated in Fig.
6. For this check, a signal was inject-
ed only into the left channel. In the
event of insufficient separation,
some I kHz of audio information
will be present. The ideal signal
separation ratio is 30db, or approxi-
mately 30: I.

The output obtained at either the
L or R channel may consist not only
of a I kHz audio signal, but also
some 19kHz and 38kHz signals and
harmonics of these frequencies. In
well -designed stereo receivers, how-
ever, these signals will be low am-
plitude and, if not excessive, will
not interfere with listening pleasure
as they are above the audible range.

Fig. 11 - Balanced burst pulses at
color phase detector.
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Fig. 5 - Adjust the stereo receiver for
minimum right -channel information (top)
at the left -channel output (bottom).
Ideally, at this point, no signal would be
displayed - indicating perfect separa-
tion.

They could be detrimental if tape re-
cordings are made, however.

Insufficient separation and the
distortion that results are shown in
Fig. 7. This was caused by incor-
rect phase of the. re-inserted 38k Hz
subcarrier relative to the received
sidebands.
Using Stereo Test Recording

The dual -trace scope can he used
to obtain a fast evaluation of the
complete stereo system. Connect
the left speaker to "A" channel and
the right speaker to "B" channel.
Put a stereo test record on the turn-
table, clear the stylus carefully and
switch on the stereo amplifier while
observing the scope sinewave pat-
terns. Stylus tracking, cartridge out-
put and channel separation can be
checked in this manner.

For checking stylus tracking, be-
gin \\ ith the lowest -velocity band on

VI5A
1/2 6JU8

A.C.C. KILLER
PHASE DET.

...-BURST TAKE -OFF

60V

RI/A
2.26EG

laTCPJ
10 2%

6/1,

Ci31
= .22

VI6
6JC6

BURST AMP

Fig. 6 - On some receivers you caniot
obtain complete separation and :he
dual -trace scope may show waveforms
like these.

the test record. If proper tracking is
observed, move on to a more dif-
ficult band. Once mistracking is
observed, try to correct it at this
time. Scope waveforms indicating
stylus mistracking are shown in Fig.
8. Correct sinewaves are shown in
Fig. 9.

To check cartridge output, first
balance the stereo amplifiers for
equal gain. Then select the IkHz
band on the test record with right
and left recording and note if both
scope sinewaves are the same shape
and amplitude. If they are not, the
cartridge or stylus is defective.

Now the channel separation
check: Disconnect the right -channel
lead to the amplifier and use the
I kHz left -channel modulated band
on the test record. Note on the scope
if any IkHz signal is coming from
the amplifier's right -channel out-

1Ci0

330V

27K

C104
.01

5600

350V

Fig. 7 - Distorted audio sinewaves
and insufficient separation.

put. If none, use the test record's
!kHz right -channel modulated band
for separation of the left -channel
amplifier. RCA has recently issued
test record No. 12-5-105 which has
facilities for making these checks.

Chroma TV Trouble Diagnosing
We'll use a Zenith 24NC31 color

TV chassis here and see how a dual -
trace scope can be used for fast
chroma troubleshooting. A partial
schematic of this set is shown in Fig.
10. The color burst can be observ-
ed simultaneously at tube socket
terminals 3 and I or 7 and 9 of the
6JU8 (VISA), a color control phase
detector tube. With the "A" and "B"
scope channels connected to tube
terminals I and 3 or 7 and 9, the
burst pulse should appear as shown
in Fig. 11. Both signals should have
the same amplitude. The waveforms
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1/2 6KT8 250V
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1/2 6KT8
3.58MC
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10 - Partia schematic of Zenith 24NC31.
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Fig. 12 - Unbalanced burst pulses.

Fig. 15 - How 3.58MHz color sub -

carrier waveform appears on a typical
"service -type" scope.

Dual Trace Scope ...

shown in Fig. 12 indicate color
phase trouble - insufficient color
burst signal amplitude.

The burst amplifier can be check-
ed in this manner. Connect the
scope's "A" channel to tube socket
terminal 2 (keying pulse) of V 16
burst amplifier and the "B" channel
to terminal 7 of V16 (color burst
separation). Now all at the same
time, observe pulse amplitudes and
timing of the keying pulse and burst
signal for coincidence. If these puls-
es are not timed, usually because of
component tolerance changes, loss
of color or unstable color sync may
result. A correct burst amplifier
scope waveform is shown in Fig. 13.

Now check the 3.58MHz color
subcarrier oscillator circuit. Connect
the "A" probe of the scope to ter-
minal 7 (grid) of V17B and the "B"
probe to terminal 9 (plate) of this
same tube. Note if any oscillation is
present and check for proper am-
plitude or signal ratio. The plate
amplitude should be about six times
that of the control grid for proper
operation. See Fig. 14 for correct

Fig. 13 -- Correct burst (top) and key-
ing pulses (bottom).

Fig. 16 - Color burst signal expanded
5X on triggered scope.

waveforms. The lab scope's hori-
zontal rate was set on the 0.2 µ s
range for this check. We can actually
count each sinewave with this type
scope and can check the actual fre-
quency of the 3.58MHz oscillator.
On a regular service scope the wave-
form will appear as shown in Fig.
15.

To illustrate what a good trigger-
ed scope can do, let's look at the col-
or burst signal which rides on the
back porch of the horizontal sync
pedestal. The FCC specifies at least
8 cycles of 3.58MHz for the color
burst pulse. Look at Fig. 16. Okay,
how many do you count? This trace
was obtained with the 5X magni-
fication sweep. Now for the same
color burst as observed on the typ-
ical service scope, a wideband one at
that (see Fig. 17).

Other Uses for the Dual -Trace
Scope

Other uses for a dual -trace scope
include:

1. Checking for leakage in print-
ed circuit boards.

Fig. 14 - Scope waveform of 3.58MHz
color sub -carrier.

Fig. 17 - Same color burst as seen on
a service scope. Can you find it?

2. Checking for shorts, opens or
leakage in coaxial cable.

3. Checking horizontal phase de-
tectors in TV receivers.

4. Aligning injection demodu-
lator transformers in Zenith color
TV receivers.

5. Troubleshooting horizontal
and vertical sweep sections in TV
sets.

6. Monitoring two points simul-
taneously in any electronic equip-
ment that has an intermittent mal-
function.

7. Checking at various input and
output test points of IC units for
proper waveshapes or distortion
and correct signal amplification
levels.

When you take a look at the large
schematic of Motorola's TS915/
919 solid-state color chassis, you
cannot help but see the rows of scope
patterns at the bottom of the sheet.
You'll see 56 of them. Because of
the many pulse -type currents and
voltages in solid-state equipment,
the dual -trace, triggered scope be-
comes a must on your service bench.
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CHROMAIsolate

CIRCUITchroma problems

with a little 'know-how'

TROUBLESHOOTING and specialized

TIPStest instruments

sBasically, color TV is similar to the B/W
set except for the chroma circuits. Servicing
the chroma circuits will separate the "tube
puller" from the professional, unless he has
an idea of how chroma circuits function and
how to employ specialized test instruments.
So if you haven't joined the peacock parade,
some of the chroma circuit troubleshooting
tips will be of great value.

After you have checked all tubes, made
a visual inspection, pressed on the circuit
board and resoldered all connections, where
do we go from here? That could be a loaded
question unless we have a logical approach.

First, we will cover some of the problems
found in the color TV set such as: (a) weak
color -low in saturation or a light tint; (b)
no color -normal BMW picture during a color
program; (c) incorrect color -strong colors,
but incorrect flesh tones that appear purple
or green with missing hues; (d) no color
sync or lock -images that change color rapidly
and colors that may break up into horizontal
bands that run across the picture; (e) distort-
ed color-color appears only in large spots
and incorrect colors appear at edges of
vertical lines in picture; and (0 colors that
run or smear.

Many stages can cause loss of, or poor
color reproduction. Any stage or circuit
that the color signal must pass through can
be at fault. The antenna lead-in wire or
CATV cable system can cause color pro-
blems.

Misalignment of the tuner or video IF am-
plifiers will also cause weak or no color re-
production. A trap coil in the video IF and
tuner section which is not tuned properly
can cause a "suckout effect" on the signal re-
sponse and loss of resolution in the picture.

A functional block diagram of a Zenith color
set is illustrated (Fig. I) to assist in stage
troubleshooting. Now to localize the pre-
viously described color problems to a stage
in the color section that processes the separ-
ated color signal. For these tests a simplified
schematic (Fig. 2) showing key scope
test points and a schematic of the Zenith
25MC30 chassis color section will be used.
The same tests will work on any color
chassis. The test instruments used for these

checks were a gated -rainbow colorbar gener-
ator, a wide band scope and a VTVM to de-
tect defective parts and take voltage measure-
ments.
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Fig 1 - Functional block diagram of the color section
in Zenith's 27KC20 color chassis.
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Snow Check
A useful quick check is made by ob-

serving a snowy raster. Switch to an unused
channel and turn up the color level control.
Turn the color killer control fully clockwise
or ground test point K to open the color
channel and note any "colored" snow in pic-
ture. (Check the service notes to make sure
which direction the killer control must be
turned to disable the color killer.) If no
color snow is observed, the trouble is in the
chrominance circuits. If "colored" snow is
present, the color circuits are working, but
they may have other problems.

Color Bar and Scope Checks
The color bar generator connected to the

antenna terminals and the scope probe at
test point A is shown in the simplified sche-
matic (Fig. 2); a properly operating color
set will have the waveform shown in Fig. 3.
This waveform indicates color signals are
present at the video detector output.

Scope Signal Tracing
The simplified diagram (Fig. 2) shows

the signal path through the color stages. The
triangular and circled points refer to the key
test points where P -P voltages can be meas-
ured and correct waveforms are shown for a
normally operating set. Several factors con-
tribute to the actual shape and amplitude of
waveforms at various points: line voltage,
warmup time of receiver and type of test
instruments used, etc. The waveform P -P
values have been given as nominal for this
reason. The TV technician must use some
discretion in determining the accuracy of the
waveform being measured. The relative sig-
nal amplitudes are important. Those in the
demodulators must be correct to reconstruct
the color difference signals. In most cases
you will find P -P amplitudes given with the
waveforms in service data. For best results
you must duplicate the operating conditions

Fig. 6 - The modulated color signal at test
points E.

a

M MINN IIIPMINNi

Fig. 3 - Waveform indicating color signals are
present at the video detector.

used by the manufacturer when the voltages
were measured. Check with the service notes
for any setup instructions.

The scope waveform at test point B will
appear as shown in Fig. 4. At test point D
the same waveform as shown in Fig. 5

should be observed, but at a greater ampli-
tude. Remember, a malfunction in the color
killer circuits can cut off the 2nd color
amplifier stage. A defect in the ACC (auto-
matic chroma control) circuits can cause loss
of color and/or attenuation of the color sig-
nal in the last color amplifier stage. The last
check on the modulated color signal is made
at test points E, grids of the B -Y, R -Y
demodulator tubes. This waveform is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. All waveforms and P -P
voltages checked out normal, but we still
have no color.

Localizing Loss of Color Problems in
the Chrominance Section

Since all color is missing, the defect will
be found at some point which prevents sig-
nals from appearing at all three control grids
of the CRT. A defect in one color difference
amplifier (for RCA type sets) or one of the
demodulators will not cause this condition.
Loss of color is therefore localized to the col-
or amplifiers, color killer and the 3.58MHz
CW oscillator.

Fig. 7 - CW Waveform found at point 0 (expand-
ed trace).
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Fig. 4 - Scope waveform taken at test point B.
the 1st color amplifier plate.

A dead or off -frequency 3.58MHz color
oscillator can cause complete loss of color.
A VTVM can be used to check the 3.58MHz
oscillator. If a negative grid leak bias is

developed, the oscillator is functioning.
A scope is a good way to check the
3.58MHz color oscillator. The correct
CW waveform found at test point 0) is
shown in Fig. 7. Proper 3.58MHz oper-
ation and CW drive is shown in wave-
form Fig. 8. The top trace is taken at test
point M, the 3.58MHz oscillator plate,
while the bottom trace is again taken at
test point 0 at the 3.58MHz oscillator
grid for comparison. There should be
about a 6 to I ratio between these wave-
forms. (Note: these are expanded wave-
forms). To set the 3.58MHz to the cor-
rect frequency, ground test point W
(AFC detector), test point K (killer volt-
age) and test point Q (ACC). The trick is
to make the color bars stand up or slow-
ly float across the screen. When this oc-
curs the oscillator is on frequency or at
zero beat. If the color will not stand up
and the color again runs in strips with
the clip lead at test point W, the discon-
nected color AFC circuits are at fault.
This section can also cause the 3.58 -
MHz oscillator to be out of frequency and
causing loss of color sync.

Fig. 8 - The top waveform was taken at test
point M. the 3.58MHz oscillator plate, while the
bottom trace was taken at test point 0. the 3.58 -
MHz oscillator grid. for comparison.

Fig. 5 - Scope waveform at test point D. 2rd
color amp plate at a greater amplitude than test
point B.

Color Killer
Although one of the first steps in check-

ing for loss of color was to disable the color
killer stage by adjustment of the threshold
control or grounding, the problem could
still be in the color killer. A grid -cathode
short in the killer tube will hold the killer in
conduction regardless of killer control ad-
justment. The bias developed by the con-
ducting killer stage is used to hold the color
amplifier in the cutoff state. A check of the
color amplifier control grid bias voltage
showing 10v or more is normally sufficient
bias to cut off the color amplifier. A gating
pulse will be found at the plate (test point K)
of the color killer at about 20v P -P.

Color Sync Problems
Problems in the color S) of the AFPC

circuits can result in color that breaks up in-
to horizontal bands or changes in hue. This
problem is solved in much the same way as
the horizontal AFC section of a B/W TV
receiver.

For color sync problems a scope check
at test point F (burst amplifier grid) should
reveal a burst gating pulse as shown in Fig. 9
bottom trace. Test points L or G will reveal
the separated burst as shown in the top
waveshape of Fig. 9, if no malfunction is
present. The next scope tests are taken at

Fig. 9 - The fop waveform shows the separated
burst pulse and tha bottom trace shows the
burst gating pulse.
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test points I' and J' of the AFC phase de-
tector. They are top and bottom traces il-
lustrated in Fig. 10. The two waveshapes
at these points should be the same amplitude
or balanced. The most common troubles in
this circuit are unbalanced resistors R56A,
R56B, leakage in capacitors C92 and C93,
or shorted phase detector coils. Some color
receivers employ solid-state phase detector
diodes. Be sure they are properly matched
and balanced. This same procedure is also
used for checking the ACC killer phase de-
tector circuits. Waveforms at test points I

and J of the ACC phase detector should ap-
pear similar to a sawtooth and be bal-
anced. A 3.58MHz CW signal approxi-
mately 70v P -P should be found at test
point H (as shown in Fig. 2) of the color kill-
er tube plate.

Weak or Unsaturated Color
Signal tracing provides the best approach

to these problems. A complaint of weak or
tinted colors, even when the receiver is prop-
erly tuned and the color control is turned to
maximum, is isolated in the same way
as a "no color" condition. However, you are
looking for a lack of signal gain and not a
complete loss of color.

Demodulators
Trouble in the color demodulators may

cause incorrect color reproduction. The set
may have a good B/W picture, strong color
and will oversaturate by turning up the
color control, but the colors appear incor-
rect. Flesh tones appear too greenish or pur-
ple. Some hues are missing, but cannot be
corrected by adjustment of the hue control.
These symptoms indicate a problem in the
circuits that produce and/or amplify the
color -difference signals. In a Zenith color re-
ceiver these circuits are referred to as the
Sheet Beam Demodulators. These circuits in
an RCA color system are the X or Z demod-

Fig. 10 - Balanced burst pulse waveform at the
phase detector.

ulators, .or the R -Y, B -Y and G -Y ampli-
fiers.

Phase errors are caused by incorrect phas-
ing of the 3.58MHz CW signals applied to
the demodulators. Phase errors that cannot
be corrected with the hue control have the
following results: all colors and hues appear
in the picture, but all colored objects are
shown with incorrect hues, flesh tones ap-
pear green, purple, blue or some other un-
natural hue.

A lack of color difference signals can
cause the color picture to lose one of the
primary colors regardless of the hue control
setting. This condition will be quite obvious
when a color bar pattern is observed on the
screen. Zenith demodulator test points N,
N', E, E', S, T, and R should be checked for
proper waveforms. The 3.58MHz CW
(illustrated in Fig. II) is shown at test
point N. The waveforms for test points R,
S and T can be compared to the service data
of the set under test or a vectorscope can be
used.

If correctly phased signals of the correct
relative amplitudes are found at the previ-
ously mentioned test points, then check
the signals at each of the CRT grids.

If the CRT color control grid signals in-
dicate clipped or distorted waveforms, or in-
correct relative amplitudes, the problem
might be caused by signal distortion in the
color difference amplifiers (RCA color set).

When testing the color sync circuits
(AFPC) it may be helpful to disable the
3.58MHz color sub -carrier oscillator. Re-
move the 3.58MHz oscillator tube or dis-
connect B + to the tube plate. This elimi-
nates false burst pulses from feeding back
into the color sync circuit and giving errone-
ous scope waveforms. Check the reactance
tube voltages with a VTVM or make resist-
ance checks. A problem in these circuits will
pull the 3.58MHz oscillator off frequency
or make it shift. 

1 L4.11 1 tof 1 1
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Fig. 11 - Demodulator 3.58MHz CW driver wave-
forms (expanded range).
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Antennas-
Sans 'Bafflegab'

and 'BushwP'
Learn how to solve near -to deep -fringe reception problems

Part tour of a series

 The third article of this series (ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, May 1968),
dealt with a number of factors involved in
selecting the proper antenna for a specific
job or location, other than polar patterns,
gain charts VSWR and front -to -back signal
ratios which were covered in part two of this
series (ET/ D April 1968). We will now ex-
plore additional special problems which
frequently confront service -dealers and
technicians, especially in near -to deep -fringe
reception areas.

FS Measurements and Records
If you do even a modest amount of anten-

na work from near- to deep -fringe areas (and
you certainly cannot sustain sales without
at least installing or employing an expert to
install antennas for each set sold), the job is
strictly guess -work unless you own and use
a good field -strength meter. And this instru-
ment should be completely portable to avoid

loss of time in unrolling and rolling up a
lengthy extension power cable. In many
cases you will be using the FS meter at quite
some distance from a power outlet. Of
course, you can power one from an auto or
truck battery with proper accessories.

A number of approaches are possible in
making FS measurements, depending on the
amount of antenna installation experience
you have had in a given reception area and
also on the amount of recorded information
you already have in your tiles regarding past
antenna installations in a given reception
area. These records are very important-
frequently saving time when installing a new
antenna. This data is normally recorded on
a file card which is made out for each anten-
na installation, listing the type and model
number of the antenna, height above ground,
signal strength in microvolts for each chan-
nel, type of lead-in, its length and other
pertinent information.

Channel Master VHF UHF field -strength meter.
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Amphenol field -strength meter has plug-in units
for both UHF and VHF TV frequencies.

UHFrVHF field -strength meter by Blonder -Tongue

A glance at a few of these file cards can
frequently tell you what you need to know
about average conditions over a given small
area and you may not have to waste time
probing with different antennas. At any rate,
no matter what antenna you select for a first-
try in probing at a new location, a file card
should be completed for every installation
and should contain all the previsously men-
tioned information.

Of course, for this kind of work, you do
not use a halfwave reference dipole with
your FS meter. You merely run up a regular
antenna temporarily, with lead-in attached
and orient the antenna for maximum sig-

nal strength for each channel to be received.
This particular case assumes that the signals
are all originating from the same point or
near the same point. Sometimes the antenna
is oriented for a mean -position between two
or even three not to widely spaced transmit-
ting towers.

One approach to making FS measure
ments requires a portable antenna rig attach-
ed to the service truck, with crank -up mast.
The idea is to run the mast to whatever
height that yields at least I k µ v of signal for
each channel at the end of a lead-in cut to the
exact length to be used in the installation.
And some allowance should be made for wet -

weather losses in the event regular 300 it
leadin is used. Of course, it goes without say-
ing, you can use a portable TV to check out
reception on the spot but you will not be able
to figure signal strengths and leeways re-
quired. And many service -dealers use this
method when replacing old antennas, demon-
strating results to the customer merely by
attaching the lead-in temporarily to the
owner's set.

Theory and Practice
Sonic pseudo -scientists frequently take

the very unscientific position that a thing
"may be true in theory but not work in
practice." The implication here is that a
theory can be true and yet not work. Of
course, this is a scientific impossibility. A
theory is not to be confused with a hypothe-
sis. If a theory does not work in practice,
then the theory is either false or it has not
been applied or followed precisely. Like the
electron theory, for example, any theory is
a proven method, or formula, used to arrive
at exacting results. Theories grow out of re-
search, development, practice. And all
theories develop to higher orders, become re -
tined through practice.

In this connection, we frequently think of
VHF and UHF signals traveling only in a
straight line from transmitting antenna to re-
ceiving antenna. The general concept is: the
higher the antenna, the stronger the signal.
Once again, this is an oversimplified gen-
erality and is not precisely true.

We already know about and have discuss-
ed "ghost" reflections which are received via
high points to the right or left of the direct
signal path. But what about the ground-re-
flected waves, a variation of the direct -path
wave, which we sometimes encounter? These
waves reflect off the earth's surface and then
into the receiving antenna. Like ghost re-
flections from right or left, these earth-re-
flected waves "bounce" into the receiving
antenna and usually arrive with less strength
than the direct wave because the earth ab-
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sorbs most of the energy. But these signals
are sometimes rather strong - depending
on the type of earth surface involved. And
these signals can be either in phase or out -of -
phase when they arrive at the receiving an-
tenna - depending on terrain, antenna
height and some other factors. The direct
wave w ill he reinforced when the ground -
reflected wave is in phase. But if the ground -
reflected wave is out of phase with the direct
wave, it will cancel out a portion of the di-
rect wave - in effect, it will attenuate the
direct signal. This is one reason why the
height of a VHF or UHF antenna will some-
times become very critical.

So, we cannot rely on "theory" unless we
consider all the factors involved in the
theory. We have seen many cases where
raising the antenna reduced signal strength,
and lowering it increased the signal strength
and hence, the picture quality-because of
incoming ground reflections. Movement of
the antenna only a few feet, torward or back-
ward, right or left, will also make a con-
siderable difference in reception quality at
times.

We must also consider, under certain cir-
cumstances, such things as beyond the hori-
zon reception problems on both VHF and
UHF sometimes caused by atmospheric re-
fraction. A station two or three hundred
miles away, far beyond the line of sight, well
below the horizon, can easily interfere

with a local channel (co -channel interference)
Also, certain temporary changes in one or
more layers of the ionosphere (especially the
sporadic -E layer) can cause trouble on low
VHF channels well beyond 100MHz and
many hundreds of miles away-especially in
a north -and -south direction. Co -channel
interference cannot be eliminated with band
pass filters unless the local signal is very
strong. Other methods must be used.

Believe it or not, all of the aforemention-
ed considerations, together with some others
we have not mentioned, belong in your re-
pertory of reception problems to be solved.

Quality Equipment and Workmanship
All knowledgeable and alert service -deal-

ers and technicians know that it does not pay
to do "slip -shod" work and use "reject, job -
lot" type material in antenna installations.
And this includes those antennas which
have elements made from thin, rolled, but-
ted -seam stuff that falls off like autumn
leaves with the weight of the first winter
ice -up. And avoid using that 300 Si lead-in
covered with "reclaimed -quality" poly that
cracks up like clay in modestly varying tem-
peratures the first year and then leaks like
a sieve thereafter.

And what about those 20 -gage "steel"
masts that turn red with a coating of iron
oxide (otherwise known as rust) after a

Continued on page 64

Portable field -strength
meter by Sencore.
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Don's TV grand opening - 1961.

Full- and part-time office girls take care
of filing and mailing.

Lloyd Olson takes
a voltage reading
on a table model

B/W set.

DEALER FAX
ADVERTISING/MERCHANDISING/SALES/BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
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Don's TV - 1968.

Don Wernli points out features of Don checks with service technician out
new color TV. on call via two-way radio.

Don attends the needs of a customer in
the TV service department.
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COMPUTERIZED TV BUSINESS
A computerized TV business and an active train-

ing program tell the story of this untypically small

town TV service -dealer

 Perry, Iowa, with its 7000 people, is home for Don's
Radio & TV - decidely not a typical small town serv-
ice -dealer. Don's TV is a progressive, computerized
business enjoying a profitable income and actively en-
gaged in helping young people prepare for the future.

Clark Pohl and Don Wernli, partners in Don's Radio
and TV in Perry, Iowa, are technicians. They set out to
build a successful TV and appliance business through
modern business practices and customer satisfaction.
To prove they were on the right track, the men started
as partners in 1958 doing TV -radio servicing. They
grossed $18,000 their first year. Now they gross over
$380,000. Part of this growth took place through busi-
ness sense. A big step forward was the installation of a
computerized billing system. In addition, Don and
Clark encourage and hire part-time students from the
local high school to work in the shop under a school
program. This includes young men interested in learn-
ing a trade, and girls desiring office experience.

Started with Service
Don's Radio & TV, Inc. was originally started in

1953 by Don Wernli in the basement of his home. "I
had more service work than I could handle," Don states.
"When Clark was released from military service in
1956 he entered technical school and upon graduation in
1958 we decided to become partners and really build
the business. We moved to my garage and operated
from there the first two years doing TV -radio service
work.

"By 1960 we had outgrown the garage and purchased
another one - larger and with more land. We remod-
eled it, then added TV sales to our business. At that time
we sold only color TV sets - no radios or stereos. We
grossed $43,000 that year and won a trip to the RCA
factory.

"We had a 50 x 110ft lot next to the garage," Clark
fills in as Don left to talk to a customer. "In 1961 we

` put a new 30 x 60ft building on the lot right next to our
old store. We moved everything into the new store and
rented the old one. At the same time we added a full
line of TVs (still staying with one brand), radios and
phonographs. Our grand opening was in September of
1961 with a staff of one technician and an office girl. In
1962 our annual gross business exceeded $85.000.
About one-third of this was from service and installa-
tion work."

Adds Appliances
Don returned bringing us some fresh coffee. After de-

ciding it was too hot to drink, Clark put his cup down
and continued. "We did a good business in 1962 and
1963, but we wanted to do better. We had been debating
for some time about adding either two-way radio or ap-
pliances to the business. We decided on the appliances
because we felt that the two-way market in our area
would have to cover a large territory to be profitable
and there would be the added expense of extra test in-
struments. Also, we figured that we could obtain more
of the local market with the addition of appliances -
people buying appliances would be more apt to come
back and buy a TV or radio and vice versa. So, in 1964
we joined our two buildings, the one we had been rent-
ing and the one we were in. It proved to be the correct
move. We increased our gross to $185,000 in 1965,
and in 1967 it was over $350,000."

Computerized Billing
Our ET/ D reporter was anxious to hear about the

computer. Don quickly finished the last of his cof-
fee and proceeded to give our reporter the details.

"The system we use here is called a 'Total Systems
Computer.' Every item in the store, every employee,
each job function and each customer has a special code
number. When Mr. Jones buys a transistor radio, the
cash sale or charge is rung up on a special cash register
with all the appropriate code numbers punched in on
keys which the clerk selects. These code numbers are
then recorded on a large tape inside the register. The
clerk selects the keys which indicate the code number
for the salesman, a number for the radio, the price and
a number for the customer, if he has an account. If it is a
charge and he has no account or number, a new number
is assigned. At the end of the week the tape is sent to the
computer and each month we receive a tabulation sheet.
It tells us how much inventory was sold, what it cost,
the profit, who sold it, if we need to re -order. It even
makes out the billing and automatically adds a 2 per-
cent service charge to accounts over 30 days old. It also
tells us who is on a 30-60-90 day account and on these
accounts after 90 days we get a print-out of the custom-
ers name, address and phone number. Then we can call
the customer and, if necessary, send a second state-
ment. The 2 percent service charge pays for the comput-
er billing system which costs about $70 to $80 per
month for statements and management reports.

"The management report we get from the computer
includes things like total sales from each department,
gross profit in percent and monthly inventory on hand.
On larger merchandise it gives us the number of
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months of inventory we have on hand or the supply we
have left based on current usage. It also tells each man's
labor cost on service income, all his parts sales, and it
gives us call-back and warranty labor plus initial in-
stallation costs. The warranty is even broken down as
to total and amount of work done per man.

"The computer is useful, too, when we receive a call
from a customer who claims a long line of TV problems
and repair costs over a period of time. We simply go to
the computer file and pull his cards. The cards are cod-
ed with information that tells us exactly when the item
was purchased, what has been done to it and also
what correspondence took place. The system is invalu-
able to us in inventory of small parts, too."

Guaranteed Satisfaction
"Don and 1 primarily sell now," Clark adds. "Julie

Davis, our sales clerk, is a big help in that department,
too. Actually, when we added Julie, our sales costs
dropped 3 percent and our sales volume increased 15
percent. We push our service - we know that our cus-
tomers can drive to the big city and buy cheaper, but we
can provide one -day service and instant delivery and
installation of TV or appliance.

"In every case we try to satisfy. We give 90 days free
service and the normal factory warranty on TV and
radio. We feel we have built customer confidence and if
we can gain a better customer relationship by bending
sometimes on our warranty, we do it. The customer gets
guaranteed satisfaction and a five-day free trial period.
If the customer's new TV or stereo doesn't go as well
with the decor or fit the way he thought it would, he
doesn't have to worry about it. He can return it within
the five days for something that does satisfy him. Only
about I out of 100 will return an item and not purchase
another from us to replace it. One of the advantages of
being in a small town is that we already know most of
our customers. Either their friends or relatives have
purchased a TV or appliance from us at one time."

After getting his third cup of coffee, Don joined in.
"We rent out TV sets and tape recorders, too. The rental
TVs are strictly B/ W transistor units. We rent them for
an indefinite period with a minimum charge of $2.50
for one to five days. Then it's 50 cents each day. after
the five days. We rent mostly to hospitals, but some to
private homes where they just want an extra TV for a
few days, or perhaps while their own TV is being re-
paired. If the TV is rented to a customer who has his
own TV in our shop for repair, he pays rent for only
the first five days. If his own set is not repaired in that
time, he continues to use the rental unit at no charge
until he gets his own set back."

Antenna Sales
Our reporter asked the boys about TV reception in

Perry, since it is some distance from the nearest large
city.

"We generally sell a new antenna with each color
TV set" Clark explains. "Our closest TV station is 35
miles away, the farthest is 65 miles. Channel 13 is the
highest channel frequency we get - and the weakest.
When we install a TV antenna, we line it up for the

best reception on channel 13 and the other two chan-
nels come in with good signals. All three stations are,
fortunately, in about the same direction. Because of
that, we sell very few rotators.

"We always try to sell the customer a better antenna
than he can get by with. We don't sell the one that will
just barely do the job - we sell the next one up. We do
this because past experience has shown that most of our
color TV customers end up buying a second B/W set
later. When they do, they already have an antenna to
take care of both sets. The antennas and installation are
always sold separately from the TV set."

Clark looked over at Don and said. "Don, why don't
you tell about the first home MATV system you put
in?" Grinning sheepishly, Don explains, "I put it in a
new home. The people had just moved in. I remember
running up and down the ladder from the attic to the liv-
ing room and the lady of house finally asked me what I
was doing. I told her I was trying to measure my lead-
in hole so I wouldn't drill through the ceiling - I miss-
ed. She met me as I walked into the living room. As we
stared up at this horrible hole in her new ceiling she
said, 'Well, what do we do now?' I told her I didn't
know much about plastering, I was the TV antenna ex-
pert. She was pretty decent about it though and we had a
carpenter go out and repair the damage at our expense."

When Clark and Don finished laughing about Don's
MATV job, which was not so funny at the time, Clark
continued, "Our first large MATV system was installed
in a local motel. The owner didn't want antennas stick-
ing out of his roof so we had to put conicals in the attic.
We used one antenna for two sets but it didn't work out.
Finally, we put up a 30ft tower, distribution amplifiers
and set couplers with 300 U lead-in all through the sys-
tem. It worked great, fortunately, because at the time
we didn't know anything about figuring db losses. Now
we know what we are doing. and use all coax systems."

Two Service Departments
"We have two service departments," Don Wernli

says. "One for TV -radio, the other for appliances. Each
department is in a separate room with a central service
entrance convenient to both areas from the side street
parking ramp. We have full-time men in both depart-
ments and some of these men can double in both de-
partments if necessary. Besides that, we have three
"econoline" vans for house calls and a one -ton truck
with a hydraulic hoist which \e use for delivery of ap-
pliances and TV sets. The econolines are equipped for
TV service and antenna installation with a small stock
of parts. Sets that need a lot of work are brought back to
the shop immediately. Usually we take only the chas-
sis.

"We charge $7 for the first half-hour on a service
call and $2 each 15 minutes after that. Antenna labor
is based on a minimum of $7.50 per hour for an antenna
on a one-story structure. TV bench service is $12.50
minimum for B/ W sets and $17.50 for color. This
usually takes care of the labor charges. We set up the
minimum bench rate because it establishes a cost that
the technician can give the customer when a set has to

,'mooed on page' 62
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How To Make More Money and Live Better

Increase your profit margin by using these tested formulas

Part Two (Conclusion)

 The first article of this two-part
series (ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/
DEALER) covered some basic funda-
mentals regarding the operation of
a successful service -dealer business.
These points included the marketing
program, establishing realistic
goals, budgeting and the break-even
point. The article ended by touch-
ing on the need for organizing every-
day business activities.

Once the business is functioning
efficiently on a daily basis, it is
ready for the next phase of the mar-
keting plan. This can be called
"service mix analysis" - a term
derived from the manufacturer's
"product mix analysis."

Service Mix Analysis
Basically, 'A hat \NA: \A, ant to do is

find out what aspects of the business
yield the greatest margin of profit
for the same investment. (Incidental-
ly, return on investment - what you
get back for what you've put in -
is the only accurate reflection of a
business' profitability.)

Measuring profit simply by gross
volume less expenses does nos really
indicate anything. Certainly, it
looks good, but it fails to account for
the growth of the businessman's cap-
ital investment. We are presently
discussing "service mix," however,
and to this extent, several things
must be kept in mind. First, there
are areas in any business that bring
in a greater share of profit. This is
so because we can simply do certain
fixed dollar jobs at a lower cost.

If we charge the same for two
jobs, but can buy the parts for one
cheaper, we can make more money.
(This assumes the same amount of

time to do both jobs.) Conversely,
if the cost of parts for two jobs is the
same, and we can charge the same
for both, but can do one of the jobs
in less time, then we can make
money in terms of time invested.

Let's look at this in terms of dol-
lars and cents. First, let's assume
we have two jobs that will take the
same amount of time to do, and that
we can charge the same amount for
each.

Example No. 1 - Bench job - 1
hour - $30.

Your Cost Bill Customer
$10 - Parts

4 - Labor
2 - Misc.

$16 $30
Your gross profit $14 (before op-

erating expenses)

Example No. 2 - Color Antenna In-
stallation - 1 hour - $50.

Your ( Bill Customer
Antenna - $19.00
Mast - 1.00
Mount - 1.50
Lead - 1.50
Misc. Hdwe. .50
Labor - 4.00

$27.50 $50
Your gross profit $22.50 (before

operating expenses).

As you can readily see, example
No. 2 represents $8.50 in addition-
al profit for the same time invest-
ment. This being so, the marketing
oriented service -dealer will immedi-
ately see which job is more profit-
able, and will seek to do more of
these jobs.
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This, of course, deals with an
ideal situation. If we could do only
the most profitable jobs, we would
have nothing to worry about. Such
is not the service -dealer's lot, how-
ever. You have to do all of the jobs
to satisfy all your customers. This
does not mean though, that you must
sit idly by and let good money blow
away. Not by any means. You must
try, to schedule your activities so
you do more profit -building jobs.
Although this is difficult, it is not
impossible.

By actively soliciting the profit
builders, you can expect an increase
in this area. At the same time, your
regular and so-called courtesy jobs
will remain fairly constant. By prop-
erly scheduling your workers and
your work, you'll find that you have
capabilities for handling more.
These additional jobs you take on
will be the true profit builders. They
will help immeasureably to im-
prove your profit position.

To summarize then, what we
want to accomplish with a "service -
mix" analysis is to:

I. Determine which jobs
yield more profit for the
same investment, in terms
of both time and money.

2. Attempt to place emphasis
on the so-called profit
builders.

3. Try to reschedule our
work and our workers so
more can be done.

Cost and Pricing Analysis
An integral part of "service -mix"

analysis is computing and outlining
your cost structure for each dif-
ferent job. This does not refer to
individual jobs, but more precisely,
to different kinds of jobs. These
would include major repairs, minor
repairs, (changing fuses, tubes,
speakers, etc.), set tune-up, radio
repair, FM stereo and amplifier re-
pair, air-conditioning work, antenna
work, two-way radio work and auto
radios. Not all service -dealers do
all of the jobs outlined here. But
many do all of these and more. In
any case, the individual will have to
decide just what his job categories
are, and will have to set them down.

The next step is to roughly com-
pute the cost of doing each job. In
this connection, we must bear in

mind that not all expenses and costs
will be obvious. Many hidden costs
exist in any business, and especially
in a sales -service business. Service -
dealers should be aware of contribu-
tion to overhead (by each job done),
amortization of shop equipment,
depreciation of vehicles and obso-
lescence. That's right, Mr. Service -
Dealer - obsolescence. It is un-
fortunate that service -dealers con-
tinue to hold onto outdated or dis-
continued parts. While collecting
dust, these take up valuable shelf
space, and represent an investment
that could have otherwise result-
ed in usable merchandise. This
must be figured as an expense when
setting up your price structure.

Once all costs have been taken
into account, a reasonable margin of
profit should be added, and a price
set for each job. This schedule
should then be employed and ad-
hered to for every job. The less you
deviate from it, the better will be
your chances of showing a greater
profit.

What we want to look for, then,
are all of the costs and expenses
connected with any particular job.
Among these are:

I . Cost of parts.
2. Labor costs.
3. Operational costs.
4. Hidden costs of:

a. contributions to over-
head

b. amortization of shop
equipment and test in-
struments

c. depreciation
d. obsolescence

Advertising and Sales Promotion
Also included under the heading

of marketing, are advertising and
sales promotion. Most service -
dealers do have these programs in
effect, and are aware of their worth.
Basically, a good advertising pro-
gram will help improve the dealer's
image and generate new business.
The amount spent on advertising,
however, is usually limited. This is
because the average service -dealer
has limited promotional funds. In
this connection, efforts should be
made to work with distributors and
manufacturers in co-op programs.
Service -dealers should also use all
promotional materials made avail-

able to them by suppliers. It just
does not make sense for a service-

dealer with a limited promotional
budget to throw away materials
which have been given to him at lit-
tle or no charge. The smart serv-
ice -dealer will ask for all promotion-
al materials his suppliers may have
available.

We again used Frank Moch's
generous cooperation and wide
range of experience in the service
field. We asked him to comment on
the role of advertising in the serv-
ice business, and here are his re-
marks:

"On the subject of advertising,
here again a great variation exists.
It appears that direct mail is the
most productive and cost justifiable
method for servicers."

Mr. Moch's comments make
good sense, and tie in perfectly with
what has been said previously. Mail-
ing pieces are readily available to
you from manufacturers and distrib-
utors. All you need to do is pay the
postage. If you are not doing this,
you may not be getting your share
of the service market in your area.
It is entirely possible that in trying
to save pennies, you have lost dol-
lars. Try to re-evaluate your own
advertising program. Remember,
the marketing conscious service -
dealer is constantly striving for ways
to bring in new business and in-
crease profits.

Probably the best and least ex-
pensive advertising program that
you can engage in is simply to be-
come an active member of your com-
munity. Seek new friends and new
people. Attend community meetings
and participate in community activi-
ties. The more people you know,
the more people who know you,
and the better your chances for new
customers. It is no longer true that
people regard the TV service -dealer
as a thief or, at least, as an over-
charging businessman. People
are becoming more aware that serv-
ice technicians are trained specialists
who, like doctors, are entitled to fair
payment. Take advantage of this
new image, and seek to enhance
and build upon it.

One very easy way to enhance
your image is to create a good im-
pression in the eyes of your cus-

Continued on page 65
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DEALERFAX
ADVERTISING/MERCHANDISING/SALES/BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Two Corporations Operate as One

The one -shop
operation of

combined TV -radio
and appliance

businesses can
be profitable

 South Suburban TV and Don's Appliance are in-
dividual corporations operating under one roof. It is

one of many businesses which make up the Penn 66
shopping center in south Minneapolis.

Situated on a main street, it is close to four larger
shopping centers and gains the exposure of traffic to
these centers from a nearby superhighway complex.

Don Wilkowski is the owner of both corporations. He
originally owned Don's Appliance and about one-half
of South Suburban TV. He purchased the remaining
portion of the TV business in 1958 from Don Becksted,
who has worked at Suburban TV as a technician since
1954 and now manages the TV -radio part of the busi-
ness. South Suburban TV and Don's Appliance were
strictly TV -radio and appliance service centers until
1963. In 1963 they added TV and radio sales. At the
end of the first year TV sales and service alone totaled
$52,000, climbing to $205,000 in 1967.

Share Operating and Advertising Costs
As separate corporations under one roof, the TV and

appliance stores share office girls, office space, advertis-
ing, rent and utilities. The sales and service areas for
each store divide the 22 x 150ft building. There are
two girls in the office - one full time and one part

Don Becksted discusses delivery of new color TV set as Don
Witkowski looks

time. The girls take care of the books, billing and answer
phone calls for both departments.

Mr. Vv ilkowski explains their advertising methods
this way: "We have a fortunate situation for advertis-
ing. Our TV -radio manufacturer gives us a good deal of
co-op advertising and so do the appliance people. Re-
gardless of what we advertise, the other department de-
rives benefit from it. The reasons are simple: both TV -
radio and appliances are in the same store and customers
coming to the store see both.

"One of our advertising tools is an identifying border
around our ads, correspondence and business cards.
People seeing this border associate it immediately to
South Suburban TV and Don's Appliance whether the)
see it in a TV ad or an appliance ad.

"We also consider our large ad in the Yellow Pages
as one of our prime advertising mediums," adds Don
Becksted. "Because we sell and service TV -radio and
appliances, we are listed in about 28 places in the Yel-
low Pages. We are listed several places as a TV -radio
service shop, appliance service and in many places as
dealers of these items. We are also listed in each of the
suburban phone books in the areas we service.

"We also send mailers to new people in the neigh-
borhood telling them about a discount they'll get on
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their first TV service call. About 50 percent of the cus-
tomers purchasing new TV sets are previous service
customers or from the ranks of people who have pur-
chased an appliance from us.

Double Sales Potential
"We have a double sales potential," Don Becksted

tells our ET/ D reporter. "People who come in to buy
an appliance are exposed to the TV and radio merchan-
dise. It works both ways.

"We sell only one brand of TV. And we believe the
one brand has a wide enough variety and price range to
meet most of our customer needs. Either of us can, and
does, sell TV sets and appliances if one or the other is
busy elsewhere."

"We don't give home demonstrations. But, the cus-
tomer has a three-day trial which is written on the sales
slip or contract. Whether a customer buys a TV or a
deep freeze, he has to be satisfied or he can bring it
back. The trial period is somewhat flexible, depending
on circumstances."

"Anything we sell that goes on the books for more
than 30 days is by contract. The contracts are written
through the Appliance Buyers Credit Corp. (ABCC)
which is nationwide. It's designed for people who want
to buy TVs, radios, washers or dryers on time pay-
ments."

Wide Service Coverage
Suburban TV and Don's Appliance both feature serv-

ice departments. Mr. Becksted states, "Thirty percent
of our gross business is from service. Because of our
sales volume, much of our service is warranty. In the
TV department we probably take care of 15 to 20
service calls a day and normally run two or three days
behind schedule. All service work is done on a first
conic, first served basis.

"We have no fixed bench rate as such. There is a min-
imum rate of $4.50 for a tube replacement repair on
B/W sets brought in by the customer. Labor costs on
TV sets brought in for bench repair which requires the
chassis to be pulled will average between $17 and $20
minimum.

"Bench work in a color TV chassis has a minimum
of $24 to $29. Service calls are $7.50 for B/W and
stereo units and $9.95 for color TV-this includes the
time it takes to troubleshoot a simple defect. If the
chassis has to be pulled, the service call rate covers that,
too.

"The charge for work on a second set on the same
service call is $4.50 extra. There is a re -installation fee
after bench repair of $3.50 for B/W and stereo, and
$4.50 for color. We stock most of the parts we normally
need for service repair, and other small parts depending
upon how hard they are to obtain locally.

"We have two panel trucks for the TV department.
Both are equipped with tubes, test instruments and
small parts for service calls." 

Veneer paneling and chain suspension shelving combine for
pleasant, versatile use of showroom area.

Technician adds final touches to control panel before de-
livering repaired set to customer.

Technician adjusts color TV while another checks the line-
arity of a B/W table model.
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For better TV reception
and better business...
sell Zenith Wavemagnet Indoor TV Antennas!

Exciting Surprises
for You-

and Your Family!
Fun for all!

Get the details
at your Zenith
Distributor's

Parts Department.

Make your customers happier ... with
high-performance Wavemagnet antennas.
Zenith -designed for sensitive TV reception
in color or B/W. Telescopic dipoles, fully
adjustable. Six -position selector switch for
optimum reception on each channel.
Handsome base of high -impact molded
styrene. Individually packaged for
attractive sales display.

Order Zenith TV Antennas and Accessories
from your Zenith Distributor.

Deluxe All -Channel
Part No. 973-56
Two full-size UHF loops develop
high front -to -back ratios equal to
many outdoor antennas.

Economy All Channel VHF only
Part No. 973-55. Part No. 973-58.

(
s 11111 less

BEST YEAR YET TO SELL THE BEST

The quality goes in before
the name goes on

. . . for more details circle 127 on postcard
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DEALER SHOWCASE
For additional information on products do,cnbed in this sect
numbers on Reader Service Card Requests will be handled promptly

Video Tape Recorder 700
A video tape recorder having elec-

tronic editing capabilities is announc-
ed. This feature is said to provide a
smooth transition between scenes
on a video tape. This is accomplished

automatically and electronically by a
push-button control on the VTR620.
Another major feature includes fer-
rite video heads which are said to in-
crease the expected head life to 1000
hours and boost the S/N ratio to pro-
duce a sharper video image on the
monitor screen. A helical -scan, dual
rotating head system employing '/2 in.
video tape is used. Price $1050. Con-
cord.

Solid -State CB 701
A new 23 -channel CB transceiv-

er is announced. The Messenger 320
is solid-state throughout with 23
transistors and 15 diodes. It measures
21/2 in. high by 8in. wide by 9in. deep.
Accessories include ac and portable
power supplies and a tone alert selec-
tive calling system. The unit employs
a double conversion superheterodyne
receiver. The manufacturer claims a
receiver sensitivity of 0.5,av for a
10db S/N ratio with a full 5w RF in-
put transmitter section. The mobile
mounting bracket and transceiver are
ready for I2vdc operation on all 23
channels and can be removed in sec-
onds for base or portable use. Re-
chargeable power pack furnishes pow-
er for eight hours of operation. Other
features include a built-in combina-
tion "S" meter and RF power output
meter, squelch and volume controls, a

built-in 3w PA system (requires an ex-
ternal speaker for operation) and a
rugged ceramic microphone. It is said
to meet all FCC and DOT standards.
E. F. Johnson.

Solid -State CB 702
A solid-state 23 channel 2 -way

radio transceiver guaranteed for 10
years is introduced. The Classic is said
to carry every known feature that
could be built into a CB transceiver
including power output of 3.2w at
12.6vdc with 100 percent modulation,
push-pull adjustable noise limiter and
fail-safe relay. A zener diode "safety
circuit" is also provided to protect
against mismatched antenna, incor-
rect polarity and overload. Panel
controls include single knob tuning.
built-in PA system, illuminated chan-

nel selector and S meter. A compact
61/2 x 81/2 x 21/2 in. Unit conies com-
plete with noise -canceling micro-
phone, mounting bracket and crystals
for all 23 channels. Price $199. Cour-
ier.

Color Slide Theater 703
A home entertainment product that

presents color television programs.
color photography slides, or prerecord-
ed and home made tapes on the instru-
ment is introduced. It is said the unit
can be operatd as a B/W or color
TV set: an 'all -in -one' slide projec-
tion system with the photographs
showing on the screen of the TV set,
or as a tape recorder and player. The
tape recorder and slide projection
system can be synchronized to present
slides with taped narrations. The slides
may be cued electronically or man-
ually with a remote control switch
held by the viewer.

The slide system uses a circular
slide tray which can accommodate
80 2x2in. color or B /W slides. A small
cathode ray tube, called a "flying spot
scanner," is used to transmit the pho-

tograph from the slide to the screen of
the TV set. The scanner reads each
slide with a rapidly moving spot of
light breaking down each slide into
the three basic TV colors - blue,
green and red. Other components in
the slide projection system convert
these colors into video signals which
are then fed into the TV set and dis-
played on the screen. The unit has a
factory -adjusted fixed focus. The ob-
jective lens is set at 50mm, f3.5. Fo-
cusing of the slide is done automati-
cally by the spot scanner. The unit
can be changed from TV to slide pro-
jection operation by a simple push-
pull switch. A microphone provided
with the unit permits users to produce
a coordinated slide -tape presentation.
The cassette -type cartridge tape re-
corder contains record and playback
features, a recording level meter, a
microphone. and a control to change
slides electronically. Price $995. Syl-
vania.

Stereo Phono 704
Introduced is the model 1212 of-

fering several of the design and op-
erating features used in the high end
of the line. These include a balanced
tone arm, variable pitch -control,
direct -dial tracking force, antiskat-
ing, automatic cueing. constant -speed
motor and a nonferrous cast platter.
Price $74.50. Dual.

tt
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ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB INVITES YOU AS PART OF TRIAL MEMBERSHIP TO

Take This Brand -New Book for only 99c!
Publisher's List Price

$7.95

YOURS

for only

99c
with Trial Member-
ship in Electronic
Technician's Book
Club.

ICLUOiNG SPECIAL PHOTO SIT TION ON PICTURE TROUTIll

BY HOBERT L. GOODMAN

1111111Missaasta.

May we send you this unique new book
as part of an unusual offer of a Trial

Membership in Electronic Technician's
Book Club?

Now you can have, at your finger tips,
this brand-new book, loaded with easy -to -
understand methods for locating and cor-
recting color TV troubles - in both old
and new receivers alike! Includes several
dozen case -history analyses of color TV
problems - from antenna terminals to
picture tube - based on author Bob
Goodman's many years of practical ex-
perience.

This handsome, hardbound book is
indicative of the many other fine offerings
made to Members . . . important books
to read and keep . . . volumes with your
specialized interests in mind.

How the Club Works
Forthcoming selections are described in

the FREE monthly Club News. Thus, you
are among the first to know about, and
to own if you desire, significant books.
You choose only the main or alternate
selection you wish (or advise if you want
no book at all) by means of a handy form
enclosed with the News. As part of your
Trial Membership, you need purchase as
few as four books during the coming 12
months. You would probably buy at least
this many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

How You Profit From Club Membership
This is just a sample of the help and

generous savings the Club offers you. For
here is a Club devoted exclusively to seek-
ing out only those titles of interest to you
as an electronic technician. Membership
in the Club offers you several advantages:

I. Charter Savings: Practical Color TV
Servicing Techniques carries a retail price
of $7.95. But it can be yours for only 990
with your Trial Membership.
2. Continuous Savings: The Club guaran-
tees to save you 15% to 75% on all books
offered through the Club News.
3. Wide Selection: Members are annually
offered well over 50 of the new and
authoritative books on electronic servicing.

Limited Time Offer!
Here, then is an interesting oppor-

tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the ad-
vantages of belonging to Electronic Tech-
nician's Book Club.

To start your Membership on these at-
tractive terms, simply fill out and mall
the Postpaid Trial Membership Coupon
today. SEND NO MONEY! If you are
not delighted with the book, return It
within 10 days and your Trial Member-
ship will be cancelled without cost or
obligation. We take all the risk.

1

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

PRACTICAL COLOR TV SERVICING TECHNIQUES is chock-full of new and
helpful techniques for servicing color TV. Shows how to cut service time
to the bone - even on tough -dog problems - using a dual -trace scope
or an electronic switch/scope combination to speed trouble diagnosis in

signal, sweep, sync, and high -voltage circuits - in fact any circuit in the
set. Also included are ways to use a vectorscope for chrome circuit align-

, ment, a pulse generator for PC board leakage tests, and more efficient
uses for the standard color bar generator, VTVM, and ohmmeter.

A special color photo section is included - with dozens of full -color il-
lustrations - to show clearly what the author is talking about in his dis-
cussions on troubleshooting, alignment, convergence adjustments, etc. Each
chapter is profusely illustrated (over 230 in all) to further explain the
troubleshooting techniques involved. No color TV technician should be

without a copy of this book! 304 pps., with 8 -page foldout section con-
taining two complete receiver schematics; 230 illus.

CONTENTS: Chronic Tips & Countermeasures - Sync & AGC Troubleshoot-
ing - Chroma & IF Alignment - Troubleshooting Horizontal Sweep &

iHigh-Voltage Circu Is - ADG & Power Supply Circuits - Convergence
, Problems & Cures - Use of the Square -Wave Generator - Testing Printed
Circuits - Portable TV Troubles & Solutions - Solid -State Circuit Tests.
Index.

FIRST

CLASS

Permit No. 9
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa.

BUSINESS REPLY
No Pooace Stamp Necessary If Moiled in The United States

Postage Will be Paid By

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB

Monterey & Pinola Ave's.

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

DO NOT CUT HERE 4JUST FOLD OVER, SEAL AND MAIL-NO STAMP OR ENVELOPE NECESSARY

Send No Money! Simply till in and mail Trial Membership Coupon Today!

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

Please open my Trial Membership in Electronic Technician's Book Club and send me a
copy of Practical Color TV Servicing Techniques, (billing me only 990 plus a few cents post-
age and mailing expense.) If not delighted. I may return the book within 10 days and owe
nothing. Otherwise, to complete my Trial Membership, I agree to purchase at least four
additional monthly selections or alternates during the next 12 months. I have the right
to cancel my membership anytime after purchasing these four books.

Name Phone No.

Address
NO1E: check if 0 home or 0 business address

City State Zip

Company

(The Club assumes postage on all prepaid orders)

THIS ENTIRE FOLDOVER COUPON IORMS A NO -POSTAGE -REQUIRED BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE T-78
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BUZIT
TRANSISTORIZED
SIGNAL TRACER

FOR ONLYS9 N157DEALER NET
WITH BATTERIES

NO CLIPS
NO WIRES

MADE IN
U.S.A.

USED FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING
 A.F. CIRCUITS  I.F. CIRCUITS

 R.F. CIRCUITS  CONTINUITY
CHECKS  SPEAKERS, ETC.

EXCELLENT FOR TRANSISTOR
RADIOS BECAUSE BUZIT USES
ONLY A 3 VOLT POWER SUPPLY

ASK YOUR ELECTRONIC
PARTS DISTRIBUTOR FOR

VT MODEL NO. B Z 1
MANUFACTURED BY

WORKMAN
SARASOTA FLORIDA

tet9da
PRODUCTS INC

. for more details circle 126 on postcard

WORLD'S
FINEST

PALITICORE

ONLY 69c
BUY IT AT RADIO -TV PARTS STORES

MULTICORF SALES CORP., WESTBURY, N.Y. 115 91

... for more details circle 121 on postcard
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Voice Actuated Microphone 705
Announced is an accessory voice -

actuated microphone for use with all
Craig portable tape recorders. Adjust-

able sensitivity control is said to elim-
inate response to unwanted back-
ground noise and make for more effi-
cient use of tape. The six -transistor
unit has input jacks for extension mi-
crophones or other pickup, plus con-
trol switch for automatic or manual
operation. Dimensions are 53/4 x 11/4 x
15/a in.; weight Soz. List price $15.95.
Craig.

Radio/Cassette
Tape Recorder 706

Announced is a model TPR I 01
portable radio/cassette tape recorder
featuring a three -band radio: FM /
AM / Marine band. It has push but-
tons for all radio and tape recorder
functions with direct monitoring and

recording provisions. This ac -dc 15
transistor unit includes remote con-
trol microphone. earphone. blank cas-
sette. batteries and ac line cord. Price
$104.95. Aiwa.

Portable TV 707
A series of 9in. picture (diagonal

measurement) monochrome TV sets
has been introduced. The receivers
have been designed with complete
solid-state tuning. front directed speak-
ers, front -mounted fold -down mono-
pole antenna and panel controls in-
cluding an ON/OFF flip switch with a
separate volume control. The cabinets

DON'T WASTE

COSTLY TIME!
Simply pack up your defective tuner
and mail to

THE TV TUNER SERVICE
OF THE WEST

Tuner is cleaned, defective parts are
replaced . . . then your tuner is aligned
to exact factory specifications on all
channels. Tuner is returned promptly
with a 3 month warranty.

ALL THIS FOR THE
LOW PRICE OF

(transistors,
tubes and
parts are
extra)

$9,95
Let Us Solve

YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS

TV TUNER
SERVICE

P. 0. Box 793
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301

. for more details circle 125 on postcard

FIELD ENGINEERS

Medical Electronics
Our Medical X -Ray division needs quali-
fied technicians at various locations to
install, service and repair sophisticated
Medical X-Ray/CCTV systems.
Requirements include electronic schooling,
experience in installing and maintaining
electronic apparatus plus a knowledge of
medical x-ray equipment or a willingness
to be trained.
 LIBERAL SALARIES

 MANY COMPANY BENEFITS
 A GROWTH INDUSTRY

 MAJOR METROPOLITAN LOCATIONS
Write indicating current salary to:

MARTIN G. WOLFERT

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., Inc.
100 E. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 10017

Afore/coR
An Equal Opportunity Employer

.. for more details circle 122 on postcard
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are said to have high impact, textured
polystyrene fronts and backs, with
molded fold -down carry handles.
Colors available are teal blue, red,
gray and avocado. Size 12 1/2in. wide,
934 in. high and 101/4in. deep. Weight
10.5 lb. General Electric.

Speaker Horns 708
Announced are two 15w horns to

fill the gap between 71/2 and 30w
horns for paging, background music
and talk -back applications. Design
of the compact models APIS and

AP I5T horns is said to feature a
sound level of 121db and a dispersion
radius of 110 deg. The horns require
only a screwdriver to mount and con-
nect with diaphragms which may be
replaced in the field without solder-
ing. The horns reportedly carry a life-
time guarantee against electroacousti-
cal failure. Model APIS has an 8S2
impedance, while the model AP15T
is a 25-70v transformer unit. Price
$43.25. Atlas.

Microphone 709
A new supersensitive, unidirection-

al dynamic microphone is introduced.
The model F67BS is reported to be
perfect for the stage. bandstand and
recording studio with sharp cardioid
directional characteristics to cancel
unwanted noise and provide maximum
protection from acoustical feedback.
Excellent sensitivity enables an entire
group to use one microphone. It is

said to be practically unbreakable
and able to withstand extreme
abuse. The microphone comes with a
heavy-duty metal holder to fit any
standard in. x 27tpi microphone
stand. The microphone includes a

conveniently positioned silent ort/OFI-

switch and 20ft of shielded cable. Fin-
ish is a nonretlecting satin chrome.
Price $59.50. Ercona.

For more information on

DEALER SHOWCASE

See pages 67& 68

READERS SERVICE

POWERFUL411111

"WRAP AROUND" 00.1"`I

BITE

Curved jaws that wrap around and really grab
hold of round work such as pipe. Smooth, ma-
chined, undercut mating parts that can't slip
(the tighter YOU grip, the tighter THEY grip).
Long, slender handles that give you tremen-
dous leverage. Slim design that noses into
hard -to -reach spots. In short, all the "muscle"
of a pipe wrench PLUS the fast, easy handling

of a plier . .. YOURS with CHANNELLOCK
Curved Jaw Tongue and Groove Pliers.

Available in two sizes:
No. 422, 91 2 inch, 11 .2" jaw capacity
No. 442, 12 inch, 214" jaw capacity

CAUTION: Make sure you're getting the
ORIGINAL, GENUINE CHANNELLOCK
look for the trade mark on the handle.

TOOLS BY

CHAN NEL LOCK
MEADVILLE, PA.
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COLORFAX

OLYMPIC
Color TV Chassis CTC19/21 - Spark
Gap Functions and Causes of Failure

Chassis CTC19/ 21 employs a high
voltage regulation system controlling
the grid bias drive characteristic of
the horizontal output tube in propor-
tion to the high voltage requirements.
The flyback transformer ringing pulse
is used as one of the reference controls
since its amplitude is proportional to
the high voltage developed. CRT cath-
ode voltage is also used to control reg-
ulator conduction since it varies ac-
cording to CRT beam current.

In this system the 6FQ7 tube tri-
ode section acts as the regulator.

Operational parameters of this de-
sign allow for a wide variation in high
voltage. As much as 4kv deviation is
normal and it becomes necessary to
provide a means of focus tracking to
maintain accurate focus throughout
the normal range of operation. The
focus voltage is a secondary product
of the high voltage developed and must
be equal to approximately 20 per-
cent of the total CRT anode voltage at
all levels of operation.

The network consisting of focus
tracking resistors RI74, R193, spark
gap F102, Part No. FU35370 and
their associated filter C131, together
with a "split" flyback winding, forms
the components of the focus tracking
circuit. In a brief analysis, focus track-
ing is accomplished by the voltage

drop across the two resistors because
of CRT beam currents. With an in-
crease in CRT conduction, more cur-
rent is drawn through the resistors
which results in an increased voltage
drop appearing across them. Con-
sequently, this drop is added to the
output of the focus rectifier to adjust
focus according to changes in beam
current. Filter capacitor C131 forms
a long time constant that acts to
smooth out variations across the re-
sistors. Spark gap F102 provides pro-
tection from overloads which would
result in increased voltages beyond the
capacities of components.

Any defect which would cause the
CRT to conduct too heavily might
result in spark gap arcing, such as:

I. Video amplifier failure, lower-
ing plate voltage. (shorted 6JT8
tube drawing excess grid current,
would cause the CRT cathode
voltage to be low).

2. CRT defect (internal short).
3. CRT screen setting too high,

resulting in excessive brightness.
4. Blanker defect causing heavy

conduction (defective 6BN11
tube, or trouble in blanker cir-
cuit could cause excessive bright-
ness, result in arcing).

5. Kine bias, or AGC controls
set for too much brightness.

Increased current through the focus
tracking resistors RI74 and RI93 will
cause the voltage drop to exceed the
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rating across the protective spark gap.
This leakage condition can be de-

termined by positioning the service
switch to the "service" position. This
in turn applies 13+ directly to the
CRT cathodes and if arcing ceases,
the cause was obviously a video am-
plifier defect.

There is also the possibility of the
original spark gap part No. FU35370,
breaking down and no apparent cir-
cuit trouble. Replace, when neces-
sary, with an improved type No. CO -
34853 -I, which Olympic has been sup-
plying for the past 6 month. Part No.
C034853-1 is a combination of spark
gap F102 and capacitor C131.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis KC/KD-Core

Spacers in HV Transformers

If the horizontal output transform-
er T104 becomes defective, the cor-
rect service procedure is to separate
the ferrite core halves and replace the
defective coil instead of replacing the
complete transformer. In making the
repair, certain precautions should be

CORE

AIR GAP SPACER

AIR GAP iPAGER

PULSE WINDING

HV RECT.

HEATER WINDING

RE

taken to make sure the rebuilt trans-
former will operate properly and re-
liably, thus preventing callbacks.

It is absolutely essential that the air
gap spacers are replaced when the
transformer is reassembled.

If you lose the spacers, replace only
with the correct spacers since the di-
mensions are critical. Order (GE No.
ET41X52) spacer -air gap.

Failure to replace the air gap spac-
ers will create the following problems:

1. The transformer will be mistuned
and retrace timing will be incorrect.

2. Excessive heat will be generated.
3. The width of the picture may be

too narrow.
4. A white vertical line or bar may

appear in the center of the picture or
raster.

After the transformer is reassembl-
ed, apply a coating of silicone grease
(GE ET90X23) to the sides of the
transformer core where contact is
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made with the metal high voltage com-
partment. This helps in dissipating
heat to the outside of the compart-
ment.

Tighten the mounting nuts secure-
ly, so the sides of the transformer core
make good contact with the sides of
the metal compartment (make sure the
grease is applied). This dissipates the
heat efficiently to the outside.

Finally, make a good ground con-
nection to the ground end of the pulse
winding TI 04A. If this connection is
not made, there is a possibility of ex-
cessive high voltage if the HV regula-
tor tube V17 should become defective.

Portable Color Model M235GWD-1
CRT Modification

During early production of Model
M235GWD-I portable color receiv-
ers, a I5MP22 CRT was used which
requires a potential of 640v on the
red, blue and green screen grids.

Later, a I5MP22 with a modified
gun assembly was introduced. This
newer type tube requires a 450v po-
tential on the screen grids.

Both types of CRTs are presently
being used in production, but the early
type is gradually being phased out.

When servicing a G -I chassis re-
ceiver, it is important to apply the
proper screen grid potential for the
type of CRT in the set. Early and late
CRTs are both designated I5MP22,
but may be identified in the following
manner.

Look at the neck of the CRT near
the socket base. There are colored
glass rods supporting the electron
guns, inside the neck of the tube.

Early 15MP22 tubes have blue
support rods - proper screen voltage
setting is 640 volts.

Later 15MP22 tubes have green
support rods - proper screen voltage
setting is 450 volts.

Field replacement CRTs will be
the later type I5MP22 with green sup-
port rods.

Color TV Chassis KD - Thermostat
Added

Beginning with chassis date code
0A2E, the KD chassis features a new
safety thermostat.

The thermostat, CB102, is mounted
adjacent to the horizontal output tube
V I4 glass envelope and directly above
the rear apron as illustrated.

The thermostat is connected in
series with the grounded cathode lead
of V14. The cathode is connected to
the top terminal of CB102 and the
bottom terminal is connected to chas-
sis ground.

Abnormal heat from the glass en-
velope will cause the thermostat to
open and VI4 will become inoperative

because of its open cathode circuit.
Abnormal heat would be caused by
excessive plate and/or screen current.
This also could be caused by either a
failure of V14 itself or a malfunction
in its input or output circuits such as
loss of grid drive from the horizontal
oscillator, a defective regulator tube,
sweep transformer, etc.

When the temperature of V14 re-
turns to normal, the thermostat will
close and activate the horizontal out-
put circuit. The thermostat will con-
tinue to cycle on and off until the
trouble in the horizontal circuits is

corrected.
Observe the precautions and sug-

gestions listed when troubleshooting a
KD chassis that has a thermostat.

I. To keep V14 cathode circuit
closed while troubleshooting, dip a
jumper lead across the thermostat
terminals. Do not try to reset an open
thermostat manually. since this is a
true thermostat and operates only on
temperature changes. Any attempt to
reset the thermostat manually will
ruin the original temperature cali-
bration and destroy the safety fea-
ture. Make sure the clip lead is re-
moved after completing work on the
set.

2. If an operating chassis is tipped
up on its front edge, the thermostat
will open since it will be oriented hori-

Driver Tube
VIA

The ewers t
Brae Bet

Thermos tat
C3102

Quests

0 0

Compartmert

0 CD,

BACK VIEW

zontally above V14 and receiving its
full heat, even on a correctly operat-
ing chassis. When this happens, clip
a jumper lead across the thermostat
terminals to activate the horizontal
circuit. Make sure the clip lead is re-
moved after completing work.

3. When the thermostat is open,
the terminal connected to the cathode
of VI4 has a dc potential to ground of
200 to 300 volts. This terminal should
be treated with the same respect given
other B+ points ,in the chassis re-
ceive.

Two thermostats are used in the KD
Chassis:

ET I0X62 Thermal Cutout (Ther-
mostat) in 22kv Chassis.

ET I OX63 Thermal Cutout (Ther-
mostat) in 25kv Chassis.

Neither thermostat should be sub-
stituted for the other.

Portable' computer"
for electronics
men.

WWANT FAST ANSWERS to math and electronics prob-
V V lems? Now, compute them in a flash with this
new Electronics Slide Rule.

Calculate resonant frequencies, solve inductive
or capacitive reactance problems, find reciprocals
for resistance formulas, locate decimal points-all
in just seconds, without pencil and paper.

Whiz through regular math problems, too: multi-
plication, division, square roots, logarithms, even
trigonometric functions.

Sturdy 12 -inch, all -metal slide rule comes com-
plete with handsome leather carrying case-plus 4 -
lesson instruction course. Deliberately priced low as
our way of making friends with electronics men.
FREE booklet gives full details. Mail coupon below
today.

Mail Coupon for FREE Booklet

CIE Cleveland Institute of El la
1776Enet17cnStreet.Cleveland Ohio44114

Please send me, without charge or obligation, your book-
let describing the Electronics Slide Rule and 4 -lesson
instruction course. Also free if I act at once-a handy,
pocket -sized Electronics Data Guide.

Name

Address

(Please Print )

City State ZIP
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training... Since 1934 ET -124 .

.J
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Three -Head Tape Deck 710
A new solid-state stereo tape deck

featuring three separate tape heads
for record, play back and erase is in-
troduced. The tape deck, which may
be operated in either the horizontal

or vertical position, was designed for
use with home stereo music systems.
The model 450 is enclosed in a
grained -wood cabinet and incorporates
preamplifier output presets, sound -
with -sound, 33/4 and 71/2 ips speeds,
built-in tape cleaner, equalization
switch, three digit counter, two VU
meters, pause control, automatic stop
and tape source monitor. It includes
dust cover. Price $200. Roberts.

Audio Transducer 711
A small audio transducer, said to be

so powerful that it can transform an
entire room into an omnidirectional
speaker, is introduced. The Rolen-
Star transducer converts electrical sig-
nals into mechanical vibrations. Un-
like Hi Fi and stereo speakers which
must be strategically placed and bal-
lanced, the unit can be hidden from
view-between walls, in attics, or
closets-yet produce quality sound
that totally blankets areas larger than
1000 sq ft. According to the manu-
facturer, the unit has an operational
impedance of 8 St and a frequency res-
ponse of 20Hz to 20kHz with power
inputs as low as lw sufficient to main-
tain "background music." An input

up to 30w will produce dynamic
sounds for high entertainment levels.
The transducer is encased in 4in. dia.
shell molded of polycarbonate resin.
weighing 2 lb. Price $39.95. G. E.

Color -Bar Generator 712
An all solid-state portable color -bar

generator for TV servicing is an-
nounced. The RCA WR502A
"CHRO-BAR" color -bar generator
is battery operated and has all of the
features of the former RCA WR64B
generator with the addition of stabil-
ity, portability, more patterns, "in-
stant -on" operation and simplified
field maintenance, claims the manu-
facturer. The patterns generated in-
clude color bars, dots, crosshatch,
vertical lines, horizontal lines and
blank raster. The crystal -calibrated
circuitry is said to be especially de-
signed to provide stability and includes

slide switches for shorting out the
CRT control grids. The color -bar
pattern provides ten bars simultane-
ously including R -Y, B -Y and Q
signals spaced at 30deg. phase inter-
vals. Narrow brightness pulses are
added at the edges of each color bar
to aid in checking the "fit" or regis-
tration of the brightness and color sig-
nals. A crystal -controlled 4.5MHz
sound carrier is added to the color -
bar pattern producing beats in the
color -bar signal for accurate fine tun-
ing adjustment. The generator is pow-
ered by a 4.2v mercury battery with a
meter provided on the front panel to
indicate battery condition. The gen-
erator is attractively styled in a rug-
ged die-cast aluminum case measur-
ing 61/2 x 7 x 4in. Weight 4 lb. Price
$168. RCA.

Audio Transistors 713
A line of microminiature NPN sili-

con epitaxial audio transistors has
been introduced. Designated the
A141, A142 and A143, these new
devices are said to offer low noise and
high gain for audio products in which
space and weight are at a premium.
Noise figure for the group is typically
1.5 to 2db from 30Hz to 15kHz with

a minimum hFE of 80 for the A141,
140 for the A142 and 280 for the
A143. Leakage current is 10ma and
collector saturation .1v typical in con-
sideration for circuits operated at low
battery potentials. All three devices
are of identical size and shape with a
.070in. dia cylinder .070in. high. A
10 by 10 array of these devices would
cover less than .5sq in. Amperex.

Solid -State Digital Frequency
Meter 714

The model 460 solid-state digital
frequency meter with a crystal time
base aging rate of two parts in 106 per
month ± nine parts in 106 (0° to 50°
C) is announced. Designed with gate
times in decades from 1ms to lOsec,
it is said that the meter makes four
digit measurements with eight digit
resolution, covering a range of 5Hz
to 10MHz with an input sensitivity of
100mv to 150v RMS as standard. Ex-
tended input frequency to 15MHz,
10mv sensitivity, 5th and 6th digits,
standard 19in. relay rack adapter and
a switch selectable 1MHz external
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oscillator/ 100kHz external time base
are all available as options. Selection
from five different internal time
bases (1.10. 100ms and 1.1()sec) is

facilitated by push buttons on the
front panel of the meter. which em-
ploys ICs for over 90% of its circuit
functions. Price $470. Darcy.

Cassette Tape Recorder 715
A lull\ miniaturized receiver cir-

cuit with a self-contained battery is

introduced. Just snap the radio cassette
into your recorder or player, press the

play button, turn the dial to the station
you want and you have an AM
radio. The unit plays directly through
the amplifier and speaker system of
your recorder or player. It is said to
have a high impact break -resistant
case. measuring 4 x 21/2 x 3/8 in.,
comes in charcoal black and weighs
2 oz. Keystone.

Solid -State CB Transceiver 716
Announced is a 23 -channel. solid-

state CB transceiver model CB88 fea-
turing an FET front end. It is said to
have .10, sensitivity, high reliability
integrated circuits, full 5w input.

100% modulation and a speech com-
pressor. Provisions for two reserve
channels are provided. Other features
include solid-state T/ R switching and
a built-in "S" meter. A push -to -talk
mike and crystals are included. Size:
oin.W x 2in.H x 7in.D. Operates on
12vdc neg gnd. All crystals included.
Price S 149.95. Olson.

MID -STATE TUNER SERVICE
Satisfied with second best? Mid -State offers abso-
lute satisfaction and 24 -hour service a necessity.

UHF VHF COLOR

COMBO'S -$17.50
Major Parts, Tubes,
charged at Net Price

Mid -State is as close as your nearest
post -office or United Parcel Service
outlet. All units tracked and aligned to
factory spec's, with crystal controlled
equipment. Ninety day warranty. Muti-
lated or damaged tuners may take
slightly longer if major parts are not
in stock. Send complete with model
and serial numbers and all damaged
parts.

Put your confidence in Mid -State to
take care of your tuner problems. "Re-
member" there is only one "Mid -State
Tuner Service."

Transistors

Distribu:ors-Wholesalers
Write for Price Sheet

MID -STATE
TUNER SERVICE
Mid -State Tuner Service T-8
1504 So. College, Box 1141
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Tel: (812) 336-6003
... for more details circle 118 on postcard

New
Coil Catalog

and
Replacement

Directory

Catalog 169 gives prices, specifications and installation diagrams for
the industry's most complete line of RF and IF coils. Replacement
directory cross references exact replacement coils for all known color
and black & white TV sets, home radios and car radios.

J.W. MILLER COMPANY
5917 South Main Street Los Angeles, California 90003

SEE YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE FULL LINE OF RF AND IF COILS, CHOKES, FILTERS AND TRANSFORMERS
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NEW
IN -CIRCUIT

TRANSISTOR
TESTER

only
$24.95

 Compare to similar instruments selling for several times more 
Tests transistors for DC gain in or out of circuit  Tests transistors
out of circuit for Iceo and Icbo leakage  Tests diodes in circuit or
out of circuit for opens or shorts  Identifies unknown diode leads
 Identifies NPN or PNP type transistors  Matches NPN and PNP
transistors  Cannot damage device or circuit even if connected in-
correctly  Big 41/2", 2000A meter reads directly in DC Beta and Leakage
 Two DC Beta ranges, 2-100 and 20-1000  Expanded leakage current
scale, 0-5000 pA, 100 pA midscale  10 -turn calibrate control  Portable,
battery powered  Long battery life from single "D" cell  Handy,
attached 3' test leads for in or out of circuit checks  Front panel socket
for lower power devices  Rugged polypropylene case with attached
cover, convenient handle, and lead storage compartment  Build it
in less than two hours.
Kit IT -18, 4 lbs., no money dn., $5 mo. $24.95

NEW
1-15VDC TRANSISTOR

POWER SUPPLY
only $19.95

Labs, service shops, hams, home experimenters . . . anybody working
with transistor circuitry can use this handy new Heathkit All -Silicon
Transistor Power Supply. Voltage regulated ( less than 40 mV variation
no-load to full -load; less than 50 mV change in output with input
change from 105-125 VAC). Current limiting; adjustable from 10-500
mA. Ripple and noise less than 0.1 mV. Transient response 25 pS. Out-
put impedance 0.5 ohm or less to 100 kHz. AC or DC programming
(3 mA driving current on DC). Circuit board construction. Operates
105-125 or 210-250 VAC, 50 /60 Hz. 6 lbs.
Kit IP-18, 6 lbs. 51 9.9 5

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24.7
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

 Enclosed is S plus shipping

Please send model fs)
 Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
 Please send Credit Application.

Name

Address

City

)Please Print)

State Zip
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. 7E-181

TECHNICAL DIGEST ...
Continued from page 29

nect the ground lead of the probe to the receiver chassis.
One shorted turn on the horizontal output transformer will
produce the short, damped waveform characteristic of a
defective component. The effect of shorted turns may be
seen by shorting the filament winding of the horizontal out-
put transformer while checking it with the oscilloscope.

How To Obtain The Test Pulse
To obtain the test pulse, simply connect one end of a

680pf, 600v capacitor to the cathode of the sweep oscillator
in the oscillocope, and terminate the other end at an in-
sulated binding post mounted on the front panel. Table 2
indicates the correct connection point for this capacitor in
RCA scopes.

RCA Oscilloscope
WO -91A, B
WO -88A
WO -78A, B
WO -58A
WO -56A

After installing
"Sweep." Courtesy

Table 2
Connect Capacitor to -

Pin 3 (or 8) of V9 I 2AX7
Pin 3 (or 8) of V8 I2AU7
Pin 3 (or 8) of VI 4 6BQ7
Pin 3 (or 6) of V8 6SL7GT
Pin 3 (or 8) of VIO I2AU7

this binding post be sure to label it
of RCA Victor Sales Corp.

COMPUTERIZED TV ...
Continued from page 48

be taken to the shop. The technician doesn't have to
guess and the customer knows about what it will cost
ahead of time. If the set has to come into the shop for
work, there is an additional re -installation charge of
$3.50. Therefore, a customer with a B/W TV set, who
calls for home service work which then has to come into
the shop, will be charged $7 for the house call, $12.50
for the minimum bench labor (plus parts) and $3.50 for
the re -installation - $23 plus parts. We have serviced.
the same brand of TV sets for some time, and we know
from experience what it takes to solve almost any prob-
lem. That's why we say that the minimum bench rate
plus the service call will generally take care of the labor
charges."

Training Program
[he part-time high school student employees hired

and trained at Don's Radio & TV work under two dif-
ferent programs. The office girls go to school mornings
and work afternoons under the Office Education Pro-
gram. The young men have the same schedule, but work
under the Trade and Industry Program.

"It's good training for these young people and a
satisfactory situation for us, too," admits Clark Pohl.
"These young ladies and 'gentlemen have been a big
help to us and we feel we have contributed something
to them."

The students participating in these programs are
strongly in favor of it. The school publishes a news-
sheet in which the students in these programs air their
views of their particular jobs. One of the trainees at
Don's TV, Rex Wilkins, writes, "I've been working at
Don's TV for six months in both the television and ap-
pliance service departments. I have gained a wealth of
experience, or at least I've had the opportunity to. 1

. .. for more details circle 113 on postcard
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worked in the appliance service department for two
months - just long enough to know that my chosen
field is electronics. Don and Clark were kind enough to
let me work on TV -radio from then on. I can't intelli-
gently locate the trouble in a TV set unless it's tubes,
but at least I realize how much more I have to learn for
the future."

Progress
Clark Pohl tells our ET/ D reporter of their plans for

the future and some of the changes they have already
made toward achieving their goals. "We have to ex-
pand." Clark points out. "We've had our eyes open for
another possible location for some time. Our expansion
program got under way when we bought out several
smaller TV shops in the surrounding area and incor-
porated. There is a new four -lane bypass going in
near the edge of town and we are speculating on a
choice location there. We have definitely outgrown our
present facilities and we could use a lot more room if
we had it. We have a warehouse full of merchandise
we can't even show. In spite of that, our sales average
approximately $137 per sq ft."

Don and Clark are both seasoned businessmen now.
Clark is an active member of the local Chamber of
Commerce and vice president of the state chapter of
TSA. Both men attend sales and service conferences
and all the business management courses they can.
They obviously know their goals. Their plans for ex-
pansion, their modern business techniques and desire
to improve their management skills is paving the way
toward achieving those goals.

MRM UNIVERSAL

ROOF-THRU/WALL-THRU

for Color TV
4,44666.

Mosley's new
weatherproof M-60

ranee
accepts

lead-in ent
accessory a
all types of antenna
and rotor cable
lead-in. Mounts on
any sloped roof -
or the wall of any

structure. Unequalled in
strength, weather protec-

tion, and versatility
of application.

Tru

410) Write Dept. 161A for FREE detailed brochure.

Of eg.c/zonitt Sn4
4t 1C N. Lindbergh Blvd.,
fiticl3eton Missouri 63042

For a top job in Radio -TV... get a

FIRST CLASS FCC LICENSE
...or your money back!

FCC
RADIO

IREPIIONE
OPERArO

FIRST
C

R LICENSE

Voust key to future success in electronics is a First -Class
I FCC License. It will permit you to operate and maintain

transmitting equipment used in aviation, broadcasting, ma-
rine, microwave, mobile communications, or Citizens -Band.
Cleveland Institute home study is the ideal way to get your
FCC License. Here's why:

Our electronics course will quickly prepare you for a
First -Class FCC License. Should you fail to pass the FCC
examination after completing your course, you will get a
full refund of all tuition payments. You get an FCC
License . .. or your money back!

And only CIE offers you new, up-to-the-minute lessons in all
these subjects: Logical Troubleshooting, Microminiaturiza-
tion, Single Sideband Technique, Pulse Theory and Applica-
tion, Boolean Algebra, and many more.
You owe it to yourself, your family, your future to get the
complete details on our "proven effective" Cleveland Institute
home study. Just send the coupon below for FREE book or
write to Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St.,
Dept. ET -42. Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you

served on active duty since January 31, 1955, OR are in

service now, check box in coupon for G.I. Bill information.

Mow to IP. 
Goarrne
GC

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE BOOK

CIE Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me your FREE book,"How
To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name
(please print)

Address

City State Zip

Occupation Age

Veterans check here for GI Bill information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training . . . since 1934 ET 42
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ANTENNAS ...
Continued om pii,qe 45

weak and buckle in a 40 -mile wind?
Good 14- and 10 -gage material is
available and it won't begin rusting
for years. Also, there are telescoping
masts and telescoping masts. Some
are usable, some arc laughable.

And not all copper used in coax
and 300 it twin -lead is worthy of
the name. Some is good and some is
"gyp" stuff - by whatever name.
The same with guy wire. The best
guy "wire" we ever saw on a mast
was "surplus" 3/ I bin. nylon pur-
chased at a reasonable price in large
rolls. The next best perhaps is hard-
ened aluminum (not soft stuff) about
the same diameter as the nylon.
Most "galvanized," stranded guy
wire is good only for the short term
- unless heavily coated. Otherwise
it will rust out in a year or two -
depending on the protective coat-
ing thickness. And the thinly coated
wire isn't worth unrolling and tying
around a mast. Although difficult
to work with, standard telephone
wire, like that used by the telephone
companies in rural lines, is also
good. It has powerful tensile
strength and won't rust. Heavy gage,
stranded phosphor -bronze wire, like
that used in long-wire antennas,
makes good guy wire also but it's
hard to work with and also ex-
pensive.

Once you have the best material
you can buy at hand, then you put
the material together so it won't fall
apart soon after you leave the in-
stallation scene. This requires some
standard rules of procedure, plus
additional precautions to make up
for certain deficiencies which crop
up in even the best material ob-
tainable. We will mention only a
few of the rules and precautions.

For example, it is always desir-
able to treat all uncoated non -alum-
inum parts (steel rivets, reinforc-
ing material, mounting brackets,
etc.) with a good weather -proofing
spray. Otherwise, they will rust out
in a short time and allow the anten-
na to fall apart during winter icing
or heavy winds.

The connecting terminals on
most antennas also need protection.
If 300 it lead-in is used, the two
connecting points at the feed ele-
ment should be sprayed and then
taped securely with electrical tape
(not friction tape) making certain

that a few inches of the individual
lead-in wires are taped securely
to the feed element to prevent strain
at the two bare -wire connecting
points.

If snap -on stand-off insulators
are used, tape them securely to the
mast with friction tape in a criss-
cross manner around the clamp
end and mast-ending the wrap
on the stand-off shank.

Base mounting against brick or
masonary walls should have two
heavy -gage mounting clamps spaced
at least 2ft apart (one above the
other) mounted to 21/2 in.-Iong by
1/4 in. diameter "stud -ins" sunk at
least 13/4 in. into the wall. "Plug-
type" mounted screws should not be
used for this purpose And do not
mount antennas to chimneys. Con-
centration of soot and heat can
quickly lower the efficiency of the
installation.

Any antenna over 10ft high
(15 or more feet) should have three
guy wires attached to the mast but
not closer than 5 ft below the anten-
na. A 30 or 40ft mast should be dou-
ble guyed -8 ft below the antenna
and a foot or two above the mid-
point of the mast. Three wires
should be used in each case. In many
areas FAA rules require special pre-
cautions on high masts. Check with
your local government also for or-
dinances covering high antenna
structures and mounting regu-
lations. 

MAKE MORE MONEY

Continued from page 50

tomers. This is readily accomplish-
ed by having a neat, clean and well -

organized shop. See that outside
technicians are cleanly shaven,
their clothing or uniforms clean and
neatly pressed. The old theory that
says a dirty uniform signifies a hard
worker just doesn't hold water any
more. Remember, you are begin-
ning to be viewed by your custom-
ers in the same way they view their
doctors or dentists. Would you be
satisfied if your doctor appeared
in a blood -stained, dirty robe'? I

think you get the point. A little
effort, in this case, can go a very
long way.

Now you know what a service -
dealer marketing program is. It
can, and should, help you become a

more successful and more respected
businessman. Like any other pro-
gram of this nature, it will vary
from one operation to another. The
points covered here should serve as
the basis or foundation upon
which an individual business can
build a complete and total market-
ing program - a program which
will be geared to your particular
business - one which will be based
on sound marketing and manage-
ment techniques. 

CATALOGS Et

BULLETINS

Telecommunication
Equipment 400

A catalog featuring a complete line
of telecommunication equipment in-
cludes telephone operators' headsets,
telephone handsets, special headsets,
and an extensive selection of carbon
and dynamic microphones. magnetic
and dynamic earphone units, booms.
switches, headbands and various other
component parts. Audiosears.

Sound Equipment 401
A eight -page catalog lists a com-

plete line of amplifiers, boosters, tun-
ers, tape players. accessories and sys-
tems. Bell.

Electronics Books 402
A I6 -page catalog describes over

100 current and forthcoming books
covering broadcasting, basic technol-
ogy, CATV, electric motors, electronic
engineering, electronics service, Hi Fi
stereo, test instruments and transistors.
Tab.

Circular Slide Rule 403
A handy circular slide rule for

engineers, plant and office executives
is available at no cost. General Indus-
trial Co.

Semiconductors 404
A 53 -page catalog describing major

electrical specifications for more than
3500 individual semiconductor types
is now available, including ordering
information on some 12,000 total de-
vices. Located at the beginning of the
reference gaide, the listing aids in the
quick identification of device types.
and helps to locate more complete
component information about a par-
ticular device. A five -page section con-
tains complete device outline dimen-
sions for the more than 93 different
cases in which semiconductors arc
packaged. The cover illustration fea-
tures the magnified cross section of a
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multicolored, geometry -bedecked in-
got of silicon, symbolizing the un-
limited opportunities still to be un-
covered in the semiconductor state-
of-the-art. Motorola.

Electronic Components 405
A 120 -page book completely de-

scribes and catalogs an entire product
line - capacitors, filters and relays.
It includes Application Charts, Type
Selector Charts and Standard Rating
Tables arranged to guide the designer
/purchaser to easy selection of the
proper device and rating. CDE.

Intercom System 406
A four -page folder describes a push-

button, touch -dialing intercommunica-
tions system for hospitals, nursing
homes and general administrative use.
Altec.

Test Instruments 407
A 12 -page, two-color catalog, fully

illustrates and details the electrical
and mechanical characteristics of a
test instrument line. Triplett.

Audio Amplifiers 408
Five 4 -page specification, installa-

tion and operating instruction sheets
cover one 10w, two 20w. one 35w
and one 75w audio amplifiers. Bell.

Resistors/Pots 409
A 32 -page illustrated catalog of po-

tentiometers, field -assembled controls,
power rheostats and resistors is re-
leased. Included are photographs, en-
gineering drawings and descriptions of
field assembled controls, audio system
attenuators, theater speaker controls,
precision decade boxes, shafts, bush-
ings, rotary selector switches and high -

Color TV men - Install this tool in
your Weller D-550 gun and remove
the 9 pin plastic encapsulated con-
vergence rectifier (RCA = 118244)
in the home in seconds. Handcraft-
ed of best materials, pretinned with
nuts $3.95 prepaid in 50 states.

Sod -R -Aid P. 0. Box 94753 Zip 73109
Oklahoma City, Okla.
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voltage couplers. Complete technical
specifications and dimensional infor-
mation arc also included. Clarostat.

Electronic Equipment/
Instruments 410

A 32 -page catalog lists a wide sa-
riety of electronic equipment/instru-
ment kits and factory -assembled prod-
ucts. Covers test instruments, stereo,
CB, amateur radio, hobby kits, auto-
motive electronics and educational
training aids. EICO.

Power Outlets 411
A I5 -page catalog lists prew ired

"pick -a -strip" standard outlet boxes.
deluxe and heavy-duty standards,
rack mounts, "U" ground, "string -
bean" and other outlet box types. In-
cludes motor speed controllers, mobile
wire racks, replacement parts, scope
carts and other special accessories.
Waber.

Color TV Coils 412
A four -page cross-reference guide

for 12 new color TV coils is available.
The 12 coils are said to provide exact
replacements for 550 video and chro-
ma coils for TV sets produced by vir-
tually all manufacturers. Miller.

PA Speakers 413
A I2 -page catalog and installers

guide covers points on speaker selec-
tion, dispersion characteristics and
general information on various types
of speakers, where used and why.
University.

Wire and Cable 414
Over 250 new items are included

in a 48 -page illustrated catalog listing
lead-ins, microphone cable, audio and
intercom cable, hook-up wire, coaxial
cable, guy wire, power supply cords
and allied products. Among the items
added to the line are instrumentation
control and telemetering cable, shield-
ed neoprene microphone cable, heavy-
duty 18 AWG twin lead, 72 SI trans-
mission line, metal jacketed aluminum
CATV cable and 59/U type semi-
rigid aluminum co -ax. International.

Record Changer Rack 415
A specification sheet describes a

record changer repair rack. Certified.

Personal Two -Way Radio for
Two -Way Promotion 416

A pamphlet describes the con-
venience and safety the public enjoys
in using personal two-way radio. The
pamphlet explains how two-way radio
transceivers are designed with send-
ing and receiving units in the same
"package" and tells how simple it is

to get a CB license. E.F. Johnson.

Plug in
with a

winner...

Iut

#

111101111111#

IC ti

TV

SERVICE

CORDSby

Match the requirements of

most every TV set in use

today from the broad selec-

tion of service cords
Columoia produces and

stocks to meet immediate

needs.

Choose from a variety of

non -polarized and polar-

ized caps and connectors

for safer operation,
added customer protec-

tion against shock haz-

ards. Available in stan-

dard 6 and 9 -foot
lengths, Columbia
cords have durable
Vinyl or rubber insu-
lation, are available in

brown or white to

meet color prefer-

ences.

All are quality built
to give long,
trouble -free service

life, added custom-

er satisfaction, and

greater profits for

you.

ardet
you.:

darrettatem tod4e,l

COLUMBIA
WIRE PRODUCTS COMPANY
2850 Irving Park Rd., Chicago, III. 60618
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THERE'S ONLY ONE

COLOR LUBE°
That's

CHEMTRONICS
INSIST ON IT!

ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS

NEW!

Sate For
AmmAixt

'4',11r d O. P.
44 AU gin Li 110

MIRACLE 105

I NO.
CL -8

NON -DRIFT
COLOR TV
TUNER CLEANER

TEST AFTER TEST HAS PROVEN
COLOR LUBE

 To clean better
 To be safe on plastics used in

TV sets
 Non-flammable
 To cause no drifting

NET

NO. 830

HAVE YOU
TRIED THE

AMAZING NEW

NON -CLOGGING

NO -ARC
HI VOLTAGE
INSULATOR?

20,000 VOLTS
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

HEMTRONIC
BROOKLYN N. Y. 11236
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"HOW TO MAKE MONEY
in Mobile Radio Maintenance"
AUTHORITATIVE GUIDEBOOK

ABOUT THE BOON IN TWO.WAT
NOBILEPADIO. GIVES FACTS
riGuAES PAT RATES.

WRITE TODAY? FREE

Qwal

'oP

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Div. II - BRADENTON, FLA 33505

Save Time

on PC Board

Repairs!

MODEL 1015

Melted solder
disappears up
hollow tip
into tube

The ENDECO Desoldering Iron
Removes Soldered Components
in seconds ... without damage!
Endeco melts solder, then removes it by
vacuum  Leaves terminals and mounting
holes clean Resolders too  One -hand
operation  Temperature controlled for con-
tinuous use  Ideal for use with shrinkable
tubing  4 tip sizes  Quickly pays for itself
in time saved  Only $18.75 net.
SMALLER SIZE AVAILABLE. SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE:

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

5123 E. 65th  INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46220
IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd.

100 Merton St., Toronto 7
. for more details circle 110 on postcard

ENDECO

CRT Rebuilder

Rebuild your own CRT's. Average
cost B/W $1.50-Color $8.50. Easy
to operate. Requires only 4x8 feet of
space.
Supplies for your first 50 picture tubes
f tee'
Color - black and white. Rebuilt while
you are here. See the results for yourself.

Terms Available

Lakeside Industries - Div. Associated Ind.
5234 N. Clark St.
Chicago. III. 60640
Phone: 312-465 2881

rj Free demonstration appointment
Send me more information

Name

Address
City State

66
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The nameof
thegame

was hide and seek.
The good color picture hides. The viewer
looks for it. And sometimes it takes quite

a while to find. The
good sound
drifts, and
between

rotor
and tuning dial the search for
a perfect stereo balance be-

gins again.
Well now all that time -

wasting and bother is over.
Because CDE invented the

AutorotorTM system.
It's more than
an ordinary
rotor. Buttons
are easily set
for clear, bright,
perfect color pic-
tures. And pure
stereo sound. There
are five and they allow
you to pre-set 10 to 15
channels. Leave one
channel and whenever
you choose to return to

it, just press the
button again.

CDE's famous heavy-

duty Bell Rotor gives you high repeatability
and no antenna drift. It's an all -solid-state,
silent operation. The Autorotor system's

precision is within 1° and com-
bining It with pushbutton elec-
tronic control, not mechani-
cal control, makes it today's
most advanced rotor.

CDE took another step
forward in the Autorotor con-

trol design. They had William
Snaith, of Loewy-Snaith, world

famous designers, create the
Autorotor console. He

made it attractive. Made
it so you can place it on
a table top or shelf with-
out it being an eyesore.

This is the story you
can tell your customers
to sel I thetop-of-the-line
in rotors. The latest ad-
vance from the quality
house of rotors -

Cornell-Dubilier.
For complete informa-

tion on new Autorotor write:

C DfE CORNELL-
DUBILIER

50 Pa s Street, Newark, New Jersey 07101
"Remember to ask what else neeas fixing"
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Because we beat the heat you can play
it cool f 4 with the 6LQ6/6JE6C...

Yes, you play it cool when you
replace a 6JE6A, B or C tube in
the demanding horizontal -

deflection -amplifier socket of
your customer's color TV set.
RCA's 6LQ6/6JE6C Novar beam
power tube beats the overheating
problem common to the
other tubes.

As a matter of fact, it can actually
withstand 200 W plate dissipation
for 40 seconds because of
design improvements that include
repositioned getters, cavity
plate designed for better plate
dissipation, and larger diameter
screen grid wire which reduces
screen grid temperature and
improves the high voltage
cutoff characteristic.
So play it cool. Replace with
the RCA 6LQ6/6JE6C. And watch
your customers warm up. More
confidence from them ...fewer
call-backs for you.
Innovations and improvements
that make your service operation
more reliable, efficient and
profitable are our constant aim.
See your Authorized RCA Tube
Distributor for quality RCA
receiving tubes.

RCA Electronic Components,
Harrison, N.J. 07029




